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1

Executive Summary
1.1 Introduction
On December 19, 2012, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and the City and County of
Honolulu (City) formalized a partnership by signing a Full Funding Grant Agreement (FFGA)
for the Honolulu Rail Transit Project (HRTP or Project). The Honolulu Authority for Rapid
Transportation (HART) is the semi‐autonomous public transit authority responsible for the
planning, construction, and expansion of the fixed guideway transit system for the Project.
The HRTP is a 20.1‐mile fixed guideway rail system with 21 stations extending from East
Kapolei to Ala Moana Center. By 2030, nearly 70% of Oahu's population and more than 80%
of the island's jobs will be located along the 20.1‐mile rail corridor, with stations at key
commuter and visitor destinations such as the Honolulu International Airport, Joint Base
Pearl Harbor‐Hickam, and downtown Honolulu. The initial State of Hawaii General Excise
and Use Tax (GET) surcharge was intended to provide a 70% local share (30% federal share),
which is one of the highest local share overmatches in the FTA New Starts Program.
The Project has faced numerous challenges since its inception that have resulted in cost
increases and schedule delays. Project planning and cost estimates were developed in the
midst of a recession and were hampered by a number of events that were beyond the
anticipation of the original parties. At the same time, there were well‐intended decisions to
award various Project construction contracts to stimulate local job creation prior to
completing all third‐party agreements, contractor interface requirements and, in some
cases, applicable designs. Consequently, these early contract awards had subsequent cost
and schedule impacts that have contributed to the need for this Recovery Plan.
In addition, delays associated with Notice to Proceed (NTP), the Archaeological Inventory
Study (AIS), and Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs)—which suspended construction
activities on the West Oahu/Farrington Highway Guideway (WOFH), Kamehameha Highway
Guideway (KHG), and Maintenance and Storage Facility (MSF) contracts—had a large impact
on project costs totaling $172 million, including escalation. Moreover, the lawsuit delays
pushed construction activities into the recovery years following the recession, which had a
cascading impact on schedule and, in turn, had even further cost impacts on the Project.
Finally, an equally harmful and even longer‐term cost impact, also beyond the control of the
Project sponsor, is the fact that Honolulu became the most expensive city for construction
in the United States for the years 2012 through 2016, according to the Rider Levett Bucknall
National Construction Cost Index. While the execution of some early contracts in hindsight
was unfortunate and had substantive cost impacts, there were also many cost impacts that
could not have been anticipated.
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Despite these challenges, HART, the City, and the Mayor's Office are committed to
construct and deliver the Project as described in the FFGA. With this update to the Recovery
Plan—which now includes a Financial Plan that is predicated on additional local revenues
generated by Act 1 Relating to Government of the Twenty‐Ninth Legislature, 2017, First
Special Session (Act 1), which was enacted into law with the signature of Governor David Ige
on September 5, 2017—HART is able to confirm that it has the resources to complete the
HRTP as described in the FFGA—20.1 miles with 21 stations. Subsequent to the State action,
the City Council adopted Ordinance 17‐48 in support of the funding language in the bill, and
the Mayor signed the same on September 7, 2017.
In addition, this Recovery Plan demonstrates that HART has diligently developed and put in
place management structures, controls, and procedures that are as important to the
recovery of this Project as are the needed additional funds.
This updated Recovery Plan further details the organization's core competencies and the
development and implementation of critical project management, risk management, and
cost and schedule controls that are essential to the recovery of this Project. HART is also
proactively evaluating additional opportunities to reduce project cost and revising future
contract language and requirements based on knowledge gained from having prepared,
awarded, and managed prior alternative delivery transit contracts. The recent cancellation
of the design contract for the final City Center segment of the Project due to a conflict of
interest created by the merger of the design firm and a construction firm on the Middle
Street segment of the Project facilitates the opportunity to structure that contract
procurement to be cost effective and provide schedule certainty, and HART will consider all
options including a Design‐Build‐Finance solicitation for the City Center guideway and
stations that includes a possible Public‐Private Partnership (P‐3) element. Seeking P‐3
financing as a part of a Design‐Build‐Finance solicitation could potentially reduce the public
funding elements of the City Center contract as well as potentially transfer schedule and
cost risk. Regardless of the bid process used for the City Center segment, cost and schedule
controls will be increasingly important as the Project moves into Honolulu's dense urban
core. The delay in the procurement of the City Center Section Guideway and Station Group
(CCGS) contract has enabled HART to advance the utilities design as Design‐Bid‐Build
documents minimizing the risks associated with utilities relocations and approvals.

1.2 Management Capacity and Capabilities
HART is confident that it can successfully deliver the Project with its experienced key
personnel and core competencies. As detailed in Section 3.2.3 of this updated Recovery
Plan, HART now has in place a core group of individuals who have the qualifications and
experience to complete a major transportation project of this scope and complexity.
A continuing challenge for the Project has been hiring and maintaining experienced rail
transit and construction managers. Given the fact that this is Honolulu's first rail transit
construction project, its remote location 2,400 miles from the U.S. mainland, and the fact
that it is one of the most expensive cities in the United States in which to live, hiring and
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retaining experienced personnel has been a challenge. Section 3, "Management Capacity
and Capabilities," outlines the steps HART has been taking to immediately address open
senior management positions, and it describes longer‐term efforts to mentor Hawaii‐based
personnel toward the skills and experience needed to assume leadership roles.
On September 5, 2017, Andrew S. Robbins became HART's new Executive Director and CEO.
Mr. Robbins brings more than 37 years of rail transit experience to the Project along with a
particular expertise with driverless public transit systems that operate elsewhere in the
world. These skills and experience will be most helpful as HART commissions the first high‐
tech driverless train to be used on a city‐wide transit system in the United States.
Mr. Robbins will build upon the momentum established by HART Interim Executive Director
and CEO Krishniah Murthy with respect to streamlined project delivery and efficient cost
and containment controls.
HART has made great strides in developing a robust Project Controls capability that is an
integral part of the Project delivery team, which had been noted as a specific area of
concern by the FTA and the recent American Public Transportation Association (APTA) Peer
Review. Project Controls has worked to re‐baseline the Project schedule and budget and to
develop a trend analysis for the early detection of cost overruns, schedule impacts, and
project risk. Development and implementation of robust tools such as the Master Project
Integrated Schedule (MPIS) has resulted in increased communication and coordination with
Project stakeholders and stronger management of the Project at all levels.
In 2016, HART increased its focus on risk by implementing a formal risk modeling program
that uses a rigorous bottom‐up analysis and cross‐departmental input to establish
confidence in Project cost and schedule. The Risk Management Committee, established
earlier this year, meets monthly to review the health of the Project as it relates to
contingency drawdown curves and risk exposure. These discussions enable executive
managers to more closely monitor Project risk items and allow risk owners to apply
mitigations to prevent cost and schedule impacts.
The HART Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Division is dedicated to containing costs and
maintaining scheduled system openings by ensuring a seamless transition from capital
construction and commissioning to passenger service. The HART O&M Division meets
regularly with the City Department of Transportation Services (DTS) leadership to actively
work on a roadmap to revenue service. During the current phase of the Project, the HART
O&M Division remains focused on organizational development and planning, ensuring
system operability and maintainability, and evaluating and communicating operations and
maintenance cost implications.

1.3 Cost Reductions and Containment
HART has implemented cost containment and cost reduction measures including exploring
project delivery efficiencies by revising contract requirements and packaging strategies,
brainstorming mitigations to known risks, implementing value‐engineering principles to
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reduce cost without compromising functional requirements, evaluating cost avoidance
through an active lessons‐learned program, evaluating soft costs (such as consultants), and
proactively evaluating the costs and benefits of an interim opening. HART has also adopted
recommendations from the recent APTA Peer Review and plans to hold a follow‐on
technical review by the end of 2017 focused on technical competency of its core group,
interactions with utility companies, and contractual negotiations and administration.
HART and the Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. (HECO) collaborated to address a significant
cost risk associated with the guideway structure impinging on safety clearance areas for
HECO's electric transmission and distribution lines. Although negotiations are still underway
to fully manage this risk, HART and HECO identified alternative service maintenance vehicles
to address the working clearance needed between HART's rail guideway and HECO utilities
and associated steel and wooden poles. Additionally, HECO granted HART variances to their
original clearance requirements in certain areas, allowing the Project to avoid costly
overhead and underground utility relocations. The Airport Section Guideway and Station
Group Contract (AGS) will use a combination of alternate service vehicles, increased Navy
easements, and redesigned (re‐framed) pole arms to avoid undergrounding the nine‐pole
138 kilovolt (kV) system fronting Joint Base Pearl Harbor‐Hickam. Addressing these issues
thus far has resulted in Project savings of approximately $138 million in potential Project
cost. The CCGS design team is reviewing plans with HECO to underground all of HECO's
utility lines along Dillingham Boulevard. These efforts, along with the revised Risk
Management and Project Controls structures and actions, are intended to contain cost and
schedule growth associated with this specific risk.

1.4 Completion of the FFGA Scope
Using the project management techniques, risk analysis, cost containment, and project
controls described in this Recovery Plan, HART has developed an updated Project Cost of
$8.165 billion and an updated Revenue Service Date of December 2025. HART believes that
this cost estimate and schedule are realistic and achievable. HART is committed to
completing the original FFGA scope in accordance within this cost and schedule. HART
acknowledges that the federal funding commitment for the Project is capped under the
FFGA and that the additional funds needed to complete the FFGA scope must be provided
from non‐federal sources.
As described earlier, actions by the State Legislature and the Governor, and forthcoming
local funding actions by the Honolulu City Council and the Mayor, have made the
completion of the Project to Ala Moana Center—the original scope of the FFGA—achievable.
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1.5 Conclusion
The Project is 38% complete, based on the weighted value of progress of the individual
construction and design contracts. The Project is scheduled to open for passenger service
on December 31, 2025, and has a current construction cost estimate total of $8.165 billion
inclusive of contingency, excluding finance costs.
In addition to ongoing responsibilities and the actions stated in the Recovery Plan, HART's
major upcoming milestones include procuring the CCGS Design‐Build contract and HECO
coordination. The CCGS Design‐Build contract is the last major contract to be procured and
the critical path for the overall Project. Utility relocation is a significant part of the CCGS
Design‐Build contract in Honolulu's urban core, and HART is proactively performing pre‐
construction Subsurface Utility Engineering and geotechnical work. These final contracts will
benefit from lessons learned and value engineering (described in Section 4 of the Recovery
Plan) as well as updates to Project Controls, particularly the robust MPIS and Risk
Assessment.
This updated Recovery Plan lays out the local funding now available to meet the current
cost estimate and complete the Project, not including financing costs. It also details a
carefully developed and internally tested analysis of the Project's management capacity and
capability, which has resulted in a management structure oriented toward swift
implementation of project controls designed to manage identified risks.
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2

Project Background
2.1 Purpose of the Recovery Plan
The April 28, 2017, Recovery Plan submitted to the FTA included two options for completion
of the Project. The inclusion of the second option, or Plan B, was due to the uncertainties
regarding a dedicated source of funding at that time.
On Tuesday, September 5, 2017, the Governor of the State of Hawaii, David Y. Ige, signed
into law Act 1, providing additional funding to the City and HART to complete a 20.1‐mile
and 21‐station elevated rail transit system extending from East Kapolei in the west to the
Ala Moana Center in the east.
This September 15, 2017, Recovery Plan, without the Plan B option, will demonstrate the
following to the satisfaction of the FTA:
1. HART has the management and technical capacity and capability to successfully
complete the full scope of work of the Project defined in the FFGA.
2. HART has developed a realistic and achievable updated Capital Cost Estimate for the
completion of the Project.
3. HART has developed a realistic and logical updated Project Schedule that will assure
the full Project can be opened to Revenue Service by the revised Revenue Service
Date of December 2025.
4. The Grantee (City and County of Honolulu), working closely with HART, has
identified dedicated sources of funding which will provide additional funding to
make up the difference between the original FFGA Project Cost and the updated
Capital Cost Estimate, through local financial resources that are stable, reliable, and
committed to the Project.
This Recovery Plan sets forth documentation in support of each element outlined above and
provides an updated report on the status of the current Project. Additionally, this Recovery
Plan includes an updated Financial Plan based on the State Legislative and subsequent City
actions that have been taken, as described in Section 6.2 below.

2.2 Project Description
The HRTP is a 20.1‐mile‐long fixed guideway rail system featuring 21 stations that extends
from East Kapolei on the west side of the island of Oahu to Ala Moana Center on the east
side via Honolulu International Airport. The alignment is elevated, except for a 0.6‐mile
at‐grade portion at the Leeward Community College station. The system will be operated
and maintained at the 43‐acre Rail Operations Center (ROC, formerly known as the
Maintenance and Storage Facility [MSF]) near Leeward Community College (LCC).
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The system also features fully automated, driverless trains; a fare vending system; and
passenger screen gates.

Figure 2‐1

HRTP System Overview

2.3 Project History
The Project was preceded by decades of rail planning dating back to 1967, which has led to
the current Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) for the Honolulu High‐Capacity Transit
Corridor Project extending from East Kapolei to Ala Moana. Below is a chronology of key
events in the Project's history:

 July 2005: The Hawaii State Legislature authorized—and in August 2005 the
Honolulu City Council approved—a 0.5% GET surcharge to provide non‐federal local
funding for a new rail transit system.

 August 2005: The City Department of Transportation Services (DTS) initiated an
Alternatives Analysis following the FTA Section 5309 New Starts Program (now
known as the FTA Major Capital Investment Grant Program).
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 January 2007: The City selected the LPA, steel‐wheel on steel‐rail, and began
collecting the GET surcharge. The City then initiated work on the Project's
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and preliminary engineering for the system.

 February 2007: The Honolulu City Council passed City Council Resolution 07‐039
approving the selection of the Minimum Operating Segment (MOS) from East
Kapolei to Ala Moana Center, via Salt Lake Boulevard. The MOS was subsequently
amended to serve the Honolulu International Airport—deferring the Salt Lake
portion of the alignment.

 November 2009: The City executed its first contract for the project, a Design‐Build
(DB) services contract with Kiewit Pacific Company for the West Oahu/Farrington
Highway Guideway (WOFH).

 June 2010: The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Project was
approved by the FTA, with publication of the FEIS on June 25, 2010.

 November 2010: Oahu voters approved a City Charter Amendment establishing
HART, to create a semi‐autonomous public transit authority responsible for the
planning, construction, operation, maintenance, and expansion of the City's fixed
guideway mass transit system.

 January 2011: A Section 106 Programmatic Agreement was signed. FTA issued its
environmental Record of Decision (ROD) for the Project on January 18, 2011,
providing pre‐award authority for utility relocation and acquisition of rail vehicles.

 February 2011: The HART Real Estate Acquisition Management Plan was approved,
providing pre‐award authority for Right‐of‐Way (ROW) acquisition.

 December 19, 2012: The City and the FTA signed an FFGA for a project consisting of
20.1 miles and 21 stations, a total estimated project cost of $5.12 billion with a
committed federal share (subject to annual congressional appropriations) of
$1.55 billion, and a full system revenue service date of January 31, 2020.

 January 2016: A five‐year extension to the GET was adopted and was anticipated to
yield $1.2 billion in additional local funds to the Project.

 June 2016: On June 6, 2016, the FTA directed HART to submit a Recovery Plan by
August 7, 2016, which demonstrates that HART is working to contain costs and
minimize delays in schedule impact. In July 2016, FTA extended the deadline to
submit the Recovery Plan to December 31, 2016. Subsequently, FTA further
extended the deadline for the submission of this Recovery Plan to April 30, 2017.

 August 24, 2017: HART cancelled the City Center Guideway and Stations Design‐
Build solicitation after analysis showed that cancellation would be in HART's best
interest to do so. It has been over 2 years since the original CCGS Request for
Proposals (RFP) was issued, and since then two of the three offerors have significant
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changes to their Joint Ventures. Cancelling the solicitation would open the
solicitation to other potential offerors to participate in the solicitation, which would
enhance and encourage competition. HART also is of the opinion that changes
contemplated to the RFP are so significant they necessitate a resolicitation. This
particular delay and the continuation of the utilities relocation design documents
enables HART to furnish to new solicitors signed and sealed drawings minimizing the
associated risks assigned to this relocation work.

 September 5, 2017: The Hawaii State Legislature passed Senate Bill 4, 2017 Special
Session (SB4), enacted into law by Governor Ige as Act 1, which extends the GET
surcharge for three additional years, through December 31, 2030, and raises the
Transient Accommodation Tax (TAT) from 9.25% to 10.25% for 13 years, until
December 31, 2030. These measures will provide financial capacity needed to
complete the project as planned in the FFGA.

2.4 Major Project Issues
The Project has been hampered by a number of events that were beyond the anticipation of
the originating parties. These included issues related to the National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA) involving three federal cooperating agencies that arose very late in
the EIS process as the Project was obtaining final signoffs from these agencies (which
affected the alignment of the Project near the airport), historic preservation issues at the
slated Pearl Harbor Station, and a Native Hawaiian Programmatic Agreement matter. Some
early contracts also were awarded before final agreements had been reached with various
third parties such as the University of Hawaii (UH) and its associated campuses, the State of
Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT), HECO and other utilities, and other State and
City agencies.
In awarding some early contracts, the Project did not sufficiently account for the necessary
integration and interface activities between the major contractors or have a fully integrated
Master Project Schedule. While some early contract awards were well‐intended decisions
designed to stimulate local construction jobs in the wake of the "Great Recession" of 2009
to 2011, when viewed in hindsight those decisions were mistakes on the part of HART that
resulted in substantive cost and schedule impacts on the Project. Additionally, the single
most costly impact to the Project, which was beyond the control of the Project sponsor as
further described below, was the cessation of all construction activities for 13 months
because of project litigation, which had a cascading effect on cost and schedule.
Below is a summary of key issues and their impacts to the Project:

 As a result of the NTP, AIS, and TCP delays, the Project incurred $172 million in delay
costs on the two west‐side guideway DB and the MSF DB contracts.

 The AIS delay was a 13‐month delay that overlapped with the NTP delays on the
west‐side guideway and MSF DB packages.
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 WOFH specifically incurred a total delay of 23.5 months and delay related costs in
the amount to $107 million which includes construction escalation. (Note: This
amount reflects only the WOFH, KHG, and MSF contract delay costs. It does not
include associated costs [agency staff, rent, etc.] or legal costs that resulted from the
delays.)

 In January 2011 a lawsuit was filed in state court that challenged the City's initiation
of construction of the first section of the Project without completion of
archaeological surveys and approval of the State Historic Preservation Division of all
four project sections for the full 20.1 miles of the Project. The City's action was
consistent with long‐standing practice in the state for large construction projects, as
well as being consistent with federal regulations.

 The initial ruling by the First Circuit Court of the State of Hawaii was in favor of the
City and federal defendants, citing long standing construction practice in the state.
The State's Intermediate Court of Appeals upheld the lower court's ruling on appeal.
The case was then appealed to the Hawaii Supreme Court in 2012, which ruled in
favor of the plaintiff by a vote of 9‐0. This decision resulted in a cessation of all
construction activities for nearly 13 months pending the completion of
archaeological surveys for the entire project.

 A second lawsuit was initiated in Federal District Court in May 2011, by plaintiffs
claiming that there had been inadequate consideration of alternatives in the EIS with
regard to NPEA and cultural and historical sites. In November 2012, the court held
that only three of the multiple claims by the plaintiffs required further analysis.
However, the court also imposed an injunction on further work on the City Center
segment of the Project and froze further acquisition of real property in downtown.
The City initiated a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) to address
all three issues in December 2012, which was completed and released in June 2013.
Upon review of the SEIS by the District Court, the court dismissed all of the claims of
the plaintiffs.

 The plaintiffs then appealed the District Court decision to the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals. In February 2014, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the lower
court's decision, lifting the injunction and, with the prior resolution of the state
court lawsuit, allowed the Project to resume construction.

 In March 2011, the City selected the contractor for the vehicle/core systems Design‐
Build‐Operate‐Maintain (DBOM) Contract, Ansaldo Honolulu Joint Venture (AHJV).
Protests by the two unsuccessful contractors resulted in a nine‐month delay in
awarding the AHJV contract, which in turn resulted in a $8.7 million settlement of
delay claims by AHJV. These costs have grown further as a result of yet additional
collective project delays.
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 As delays began to build as a result of these events, it became evident that the
failure of the Project to sufficiently address the integration between the major
contractors or have in place a fully integrated Master Project Schedule, as well as
major assumptions for future contracts that would later prove to be incorrect,
culminated in substantial negative consequences in the Project cost and schedule.

 To compound this problem, the Project experienced extraordinary increases in the
cost of construction following these delays, as documented in the Ryder Levett
Bucknall Comparative Cost Index of major United States cities from 2009 through
2016 (Appendix D). During the period of mid‐2009 to 2011, when cost estimating for
the FFGA was being completed, United States cities—including Honolulu—went
through a relatively flat period of escalation in construction costs. Beginning in 2012,
construction costs escalated significantly, with Honolulu's construction costs
escalating to the highest construction costs among major cities in the United States,
maintaining that position for four years through the fourth quarter of 2016.

 In March 2013, HECO stated that as a "rule of thumb" the minimum horizontal
working clearances for their existing overhead lines were 50 feet for 138kV lines,
40 feet for 46kV lines, and 30 feet for 12kV lines. Based on recommendations from
the Project's engineering and design consultants, action to address these specified
clearances was deferred. This decision continues to have significant cost and
schedule ramifications on the Project.

 In August 2014, the bids received for the construction of nine west‐side rail stations
exceeded budget estimates by more than 63%, or $100 million, signaling a major
change in the construction market and resulting in the cancellation of the station
solicitation.

 In the wake of the west‐side rail station contract cancellation, a Project Risk Update
presentation was made to the HART Board of Directors in November 2014, in which
HART determined that the Project Cost would be $550 million to $700 million over
the FFGA budget. Further, HART was faced with a persistent funding deficit
stemming from overestimating the revenue yield from the GET surcharge and from a
funding gap to replace $210 million in FTA Section 5307 funds (these funds were
included in the FFGA Financial Plan, but then were required to be withdrawn from
the Project's Financial Plan to assure those funds for use by TheBus), resulting in a
total estimated budget gap of $910 million.

 In June 2015, the City and HART obtained approval of a five‐year extension of the
GET surcharge from the State Legislature. This five‐year extension was anticipated to
yield $1.2 billion in additional local funds to the Project, which increases the
local/federal match ratio of the Project to a 75% local / 25% federal match.
The Honolulu City Council adopted an ordinance to extend the GET surcharge for an
additional five years to 2027 in January 2016.
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 In January 2016, the City recommitted to the Project and announced its intention to
seek an extension of the GET from the State Legislature and the City Council to cover
the funding gap, consistent with the FFGA assurances imposed on the City in the
event of a funding shortfall.

 In May 2016, HART received preliminary values for the Independent Cost Estimate
(ICE) for the City Center Guideway and Stations DB package that indicated an
estimated cost $719 million higher than anticipated. With the projected funding
shortfall for the Project, the procurement of the City Center Guideway and Stations
DB package was suspended, which shifted the entire schedule out to the end of
2024.

 In June 2016, the FTA directed HART to submit a Recovery Plan; in developing its
Recovery Plan, and in particular in addressing overall project management and
management capacity and capability issues, HART has identified and made a good
faith effort to act on the lessons learned in the prior stages of Project development.
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3

Management Capacity and Capability
The purpose of this section is to describe HART's organizational structure, including key
personnel, and to demonstrate its management and technical capabilities to successfully
complete the Project within the proposed budget and schedule.

3.1 Overview
The HART Project Management Plan (PMP) describes the overall management approach for
the HRTP and has been extensively updated since Revision 5. The sixth revision focuses on
management of the project during construction and addresses comments and
recommendations by the FTA's Project Management Oversight Contractor (PMOC) on
project management and control procedures. HART will submit the PMP by November 2017.
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3.2 Project Staffing and Personnel
Figure 3‐1: Organizational Chart and Key Departmental Updates –
Senior Management
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Figure 3‐2: Organizational Chart and Key Departmental Updates –
Design and Construction Division
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Figure 3‐3: Organizational Chart and Key Departmental Updates –
Procurement, Contracts, and Construction Claims Division
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3.2.1

HART Board of Directors

HART is governed by a 10‐member Board composed of the Director of the State
Department of Transportation, the Director of the City Department of Transportation
Services, and six volunteers from the community: three appointed by the Mayor, three by
the City Council. The Director of the City Department of Planning and Permitting also serves
as a non‐voting member. The voting members appoint the tenth member to the Board.
The Board is the policy‐making body of the authority and appoints and evaluates the HART
Executive Director and CEO. The Board adopts HART's annual operating and capital budgets,
adopts a six‐year capital program, adopts rules and regulations, and carries out other duties
as authorized by law. The Board's powers are primarily stated in the City Charter Section
17‐104.
In November 2016, voters approved a Charter amendment clarifying the responsibility of
the HART Board of Directors to establish policies and regulations regarding the
development of the rail system, the internal management and organization of HART, and
the allocation of decision‐making authority between the Board and the agency's Executive
Director and staff. To that end, the Board will be engaging in internal management
policymaking regarding its approval of significant documents such as the Recovery Plan and
will approve the same in the coming months. In addition, the Charter amendment
additionally provides for the establishment of a rate commission and placed the operations
and maintenance responsibilities for bus, paratransit, and rail with the DTS.
The current composition of the HART Board of Directors is particularly well‐suited to
address the current needs of the HRTP. Members contribute their substantial knowledge
and experience in varied disciplines, including government, policy, construction
management, financing, labor relations, law, public planning, and transportation. Board
members provide a significant level of policy guidance and support in furtherance of the
Project's goals; most recently, members have devoted a substantial amount of time in
advancing GET extension legislation, the Recovery Plan for the FTA, and the hiring of the
Interim Executive Director and CEO, as well as the search for and appointment of the
permanent Executive Director and CEO.

3.2.2

Executive Director and CEO Search

The Board of Directors, with the assistance of executive search firm Karras Consulting,
identified Andrew S. Robbins, P.E., as HART's new permanent Executive Director and CEO.
Mr. Robbins, who has extensive experience in project management and engineering,
systems engineering, construction and installation, operations and maintenance, business
development, as well as substantial firsthand knowledge of driverless transit systems, took
the helm at HART on September 5, 2017. Interim Executive Director and CEO Krishniah N.
Murthy is working collaboratively with Mr. Robbins to ensure a smooth transition. See
Appendix E for Mr. Robbins' curriculum vitae.
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3.2.3

Qualifications of Key Personnel

HART understands the critical nature of consistency as it relates to project management and
the success of the Project. This understanding has led HART to establish the following core
group of individuals who have extensive transit and construction experience and the values
required to successfully complete a project of this magnitude:

 Andrew Robbins, Executive Director and CEO: Mr. Robbins is a licensed
professional engineer in the U.S. with a career spanning more than 37 years.
Mr. Robbins has been involved in numerous transit systems located domestically
and internationally, at airports and within urban areas, having worked as a Field
Engineer, Project Engineer, Project Manager and Business Development Executive.
Mr. Robbins has a specialty in driverless transit systems with hands‐on experience in
project management, project engineering, systems engineering, construction and
installation, operations & maintenance and business development. Mr. Robbins has
most recently led efforts in project development, bidding and contract negotiations
for many transit projects in the United States including in Denver, Las Vegas, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles.

 Krishniah Murthy, Interim Executive Director and CEO: Mr. Murthy has over
45 years of professional experience in rail transit programs. In his last assignment
before his retirement, Mr. Murthy was the Executive Director of Transit Project
Delivery for the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA)
from 2007 to 2014. At the end of his tenure, the program had approximately
$9 billion of projects in various stages from concept to construction. Prior to his MTA
engagement, Mr. Murthy had 35 years of transit project design and construction
experience working on various U.S. and international projects including Atlanta,
Dallas‐Fort Worth, Phoenix, San Diego, Los Angeles, New Delhi, and London.

 C. S. Carnaggio, Project Director: Mr. Carnaggio has 35 years of experience in
design and construction in the transportation industry, with the last 18 years of his
career being exclusively in transit. He brings a unique combination of experience at
both federal and regional transit agencies, having served for four years at FTA as the
Director of Engineering and 14 years delivering capital projects for regional transit
agencies such as WMATA and MTA in Baltimore. Having delivered major projects
very similar to the HRTP, Mr. Carnaggio's leadership experience and transit
knowledge provides HART with the assurance that sound delivery decisions are
made.

 Robert Yu, Chief Financial Officer: Mr. Yu has over 25 years of experience in the
public transportation industry. Prior to joining HART in March 2017, he served as
Senior Vice President and Deputy General Manager for Oahu Transit Services, Inc.
(OTS), the operator and manager of Honolulu's bus and handi‐van system, from
2009 to 2017 and Vice President of Finance and Administration from 1992 to 2009.
Before his career in public transportation, Mr. Yu held various financial and audit
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positions at Chevron USA and Grant Thornton CPAs in San Francisco and Hawaiian
Electric Industries in Honolulu. He is a Certified Public Accountant.

 Frank Kosich, Director of Engineering and Construction: Mr. Kosich has over
37 years of project and program management experience and has managed major
projects in the United States and abroad both in the private sector and as a
Commander and District Engineer with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. His most
recent assignment, prior to joining to the HART project, was with Metropolitan
Transit Authority Capital Construction, as Senior Resident Engineer for the Second
Avenue Subway Core Systems contract in New York City. His oversight and relevant
experience matches well with the current ongoing design and construction.

 Nicole Chapman, Director of Procurement, Contracts, and Construction Claims:
Ms. Chapman has been with HART for four years and has over 20 years' experience
in procurement and contracts, including serving as procurement and contracts legal
counsel for the City and County of Honolulu and the City and County of San
Francisco. Prior to working in the government sector, she worked for a defense
litigation law firm and served as in‐house counsel in the Bay Area and Hong Kong.
Ms. Chapman's local knowledge relating to construction contract procurement and
interpretation of agreement language adds to HART's ability to manage contracts.

 Lynn Harmon, Director of Project Controls: Ms. Harmon has over 25 years of
industry experience working for some of the largest public sector clients as well as
Blue Chip private sector companies. She has experience in providing cost
engineering, estimating, scheduling, change management, risk management,
progress reporting, and contracts administration throughout the life‐cycle of both
traditional and complex Design‐Build projects. Ms. Harmon's varied experience
includes transit projects across the Middle East and Los Angeles Metro Heavy Rail
Subway Systems, Light Rail Systems, and Metrolink Commuter Rail System. She is
currently a Treasurer on the Women in Transportation Hawaii Chapter.

 Abbey Seth Mayer, Director of Planning, Permitting, and Right of Way: Mr. Mayer
has approximately 15 years of experience leading planning organizations in the state
of Hawai'i, including serving as the State Planning Director from 2008 to 2011. For
the last 6 years, he served as the president and founder of Mayer & Associates
Consulting, Inc., a Honolulu‐based consulting firm participating in a wide variety of
projects, including private developments, government planning initiatives,
government‐financed affordable housing developments, and large‐scale alternative
energy projects. Mr. Mayer's local knowledge and expertise concerning the
programmatic requirements has earned the confidence of FTA and PMOC.

 Stuart Jackes, Director of Operations and Maintenance: Mr. Jackes brings 37 years
of experience in automated rail transit operations and maintenance, policy,
planning, regulation, economics and logistics, much of it with SkyTrain in British
Columbia. He has been involved with a number of system expansion projects and
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was the Project Operations Manager on the TransLink Evergreen Line Rapid Transit
Project and brings a career of extensive knowledge of automated rail transit to the
HART project. Mr. Jackes' hands‐on experience in fully automated transit operations
well serves the need for details critical to the operation and safety of the HRTP.

 Ralph McKinney, Chief Safety and Security Officer: Mr. McKinney has 19 years of
experience in safety certification in the transit industry. He is a technical expert on
programs, regulation, and compliance with FTA, FRA, TSA, USDOT SSO, and APTA
policies and standards. Mr. McKinney's experience also includes acting as a liaison
with State and Federal agencies regarding safety and security certification at the
Chicago Transit Authority and the Utah Transit Authority.

 Jeff Siehien, Acting Deputy Director Core Systems: Jeff has 25 years of experience
in engineering and program development for major transit systems. His expertise is
in developing new technology systems and upgrading existing systems. Additionally,
Jeff' brings a full understanding of design impacts on ridership, operations and
maintenance. His previous experience working for NYC Transit included training and
mentoring engineers in operations and maintenance throughout the design,
construction, and testing lifecycle of the system. Jeff also developing training
protocols as part of his responsibilities to make sure personnel was qualified to
operate and maintain the system.

 Kai Nani Kraut, Stakeholder Engagement Manager: Ms. Kraut is a licensed engineer
and a certified construction manager who brings relevant knowledge and experience
from working directly for the City and County of Honolulu as the former Deputy
Director of Transportation Services and previously for FHWA Hawai'i Division as the
Utility Liaison and Transportation Engineer for Oahu, Maui, and American Samoa. In
her over 23 years of experience, Ms. Kraut has represented the federal, state, and
city governments and understands the requirements of federally funded
construction projects. Within the last 15 years in Hawaii, she has participated in
some of the largest transportation projects in the state and several ARRA transit
projects with the City. She understands the stakeholders' needs and policies and is
able to navigate them to aid a project's success.

 Thomas Peck, West Area Construction Manager: Mr. Peck is a licensed engineer
with over 35 years of successful leadership in a broad range of multi‐level
management positions including international experience in engineering,
contracting, construction, and program/project management. His experience
includes the $4.2 billion Second Ave Subway project in New York City and the
$35 billion Roads and Drainage Program in Qatar. He held multiple positions in the
US Army Corps of Engineers including holding a Federal contracting warrant.

 John Moore, Acting East Area Construction Manager: Mr. Moore has over 46 years
of experience in management, design, and construction of major public and private
works projects, including transit. As a licensed contractor in Florida, he was the
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qualifier for Stone and Webster and later for URS. Mr. Moore was also recognized by
the courts in Dade County Florida as an expert witness in Construction. For the past
six years with HART, he has had various responsibilities, including being the Deputy
Resident Engineer for the KHG contract; leading the completion of the AIS trenching;
being the lead in resolving the delay and escalation claims received from Kiewit for
the MSF, WOFH, and KHG contracts; being the Project Manager for the On‐Call
Contractor and the Elevator and Escalator contracts; and is currently the Interim
Construction Manager for the Airport and City Center portions of the system,
including the remaining twelve stations.

 Paul Johnson, Director of Risk Management: Mr. Johnson has 37 years of
experience in facilities project management and construction, including leading cost
containment/cost reduction sessions on many projects and programs including rail
transit, highways, and water systems. He is a Certified Value Specialist (CVS) through
SAVE International, and as an experienced facilitator is working with HART teams on
risk identification and mitigation such as utility interface. Mr. Johnson recently
completed a 2‐year assignment as Director of Logistics on the World Cup
Programme in Qatar. The assignment involved close coordination with Qatar Rail for
development of the country's rail transit stations and the tunneled guideway.
Mr. Johnson's experience as an owner's representative and construction manager
includes numerous forms of project delivery such as Design‐Build, Design‐Bid‐Build,
and Prime Contracting, all of which have applications on the remaining contracts in
the HART project.

3.2.4

Staffing Strategy and Approach

HART continues to actively recruit through its website, industry periodicals at the national
level, and local media, as well as outreach to local agencies and engineering firms. HART has
successfully recruited highly qualified individuals to fill the Chief Financial Officer, Deputy
Director of Procurement, Director of Design and Construction, Safety Certification Manager,
and Risk Manager positions, with the full support of the Office of the Mayor. HART is
currently interviewing candidates to fill the recently vacated East Area Construction
Manager and Deputy Executive Director positions. HART anticipates filling these key
positions within the next several months. Recent meetings with the Office of the Mayor and
the City's Department of Human Resources to establish a plan that provides stability for
essential Project personnel have been encouraging. The passage of SB4 and Act 1 has
provided HART an opportunity to look at the Project delivery as a whole, including revenue
operations. This opportunity will be wed to an evaluation of the organization structure as a
whole, including evaluation of needed core competencies. Staffing levels and management
competencies required for cost‐effective delivery of the Project will be the guiding factor.
HART's hiring and retention issues are not specific to rail construction personnel but have
occurred at all levels of staffing and in all division of HART, including the administrative
offices which do not require any form of rail or even construction experience. HART is also
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committed to employee retention by developing a succession plan focused on career
progression, preparation for leadership roles, retaining institutional knowledge, and fair
compensation for local staff. In addition, HART has taken the first steps to create an
employee‐friendly working environment with minimal stress and a corporate policy of
positive communication and staff support.

3.3 HART Process and Procedure Changes
The following section describes changes to HART's processes and procedures which have
been implemented to control costs, maintain schedule, and provide credibility in reporting
moving forward.

3.3.1

Management of Current Contracts

3.3.1.1 History of HART Change Procedure
HART's Change Management program attempts to minimize the financial impact of Contract
Change Orders to the Project. While Change Orders are not completely avoidable, proper
policies and procedures can minimize their number and severity. HART has engaged the
services of Mr. Henry Fuks, who was a Los Angeles County MTA construction manager for
over 2 decades and has vast experience in managing large‐scale projects with similar
challenges. In April 2015, HART established a Contract Administration Division in an effort to
streamline and bring uniformity to the contract change process. Additionally, HART
recognized challenges that had not been addressed by the initial Contract Change
Procedure (5‐CA‐11) and revised it accordingly. The following key areas were addressed:

 Revision 1 (August 2015):
 The role of Contract Managers, who would review merit determination and
negotiation strategy memos, was established.

 Contract Managers were given the responsibility to prepare the Change Order
documents to streamline and bring uniformity to the process.

 Contract Administration implemented a "single Change Order file" process,
which included checklists of all required documents.

 A Time Impact Analysis (TIA) narrative was required as part of the supporting
documentation for a Change Order.

 The Project Manager was required to obtain funding and funding availability in
advance of proceeding with a change, rather than at the end of the process,
when presenting the change for approval.
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 Revision 2 (September 2016):
 Language was added to expressly state that HART does not allow "parceling" or
piecemealing changes to avoid Board approval. (Note: This language was
included in an abundance of caution and to demonstrate that HART was not in
the business of implementing changes in this manner.)
3.3.1.2 Implementation of Further Improvements
In January 2017, the Interim Executive Director and CEO rolled out a change to the HART
organizational chart, whereby Procurement, Contract Administration, and Construction
Claims were gathered under one division and the Director of Procurement, Contracts, and
Construction Claims would report directly to the Executive Director and CEO. This change
was made to institutionalize checks and balances for change orders by having reviews
conducted by an entity independent from the Project Management team.
In June 2017, HART rolled out Revision 3.0 of Procedure 5‐CA‐11, "Contract Change
Procedure," in which revisions were incorporated to institute more checks and balance to
the change procedure. Revisions include:

 Implementing a Change Control Committee for all contract changes over $500,000.
This will provide management an opportunity to review the change from a
programmatic perspective for changes greater than $500,000 or where a change is
discretionary. (All changes greater than $1,000,000 will continue to be subject to
HART Board approval, as a continued check and balance.)

 Delegating authority to the three Deputy Directors of Procurement, Contracts, and
Constructions Claims Division on the finding of merit of non‐discretionary change
requests with estimated value equal to or less than $500,000 to streamline the
change process and minimize delays.

 Establishing time procedures with timelines for resolution at each phase of the
process. The timeline enforcement dictates speedier resolution of issues, and the
issuance of Change Orders, where needed, will be timely.

 Providing clearer direction to the field team on the use of unilateral change orders.
 Requiring a schedule network, in addition to the TIA narrative. The network is
defined as the sequence of new activities that are proposed to be added to the
existing schedule, which identifies the predecessors to the new activities and
demonstrates the impacts to successor activities. This will allow for a more effective
evaluation of the impact to the baseline activity.
With these revisions, the HART Procurement, Contracts, and Construction Claims Division
will be able to provide stronger leadership in the change management process and work
closely and rigorously with the field team on the terms, conditions, and specifications of the
contract and proper and sufficient documentation.
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3.3.1.3 Improvements to Contractor Interface
Coordination between Contractors to ensure the plans and specifications and work in place
of one coincide with the work of another (either follow‐on or concurrent work). Below are
some issues that took considerable time and effort to coordinate and resolve through our
interface processes:

 Peripheral Device locations (PA speakers, CCTV, fire alarms, etc.)
 Number, sizes and types of conduit (including cable segregation requirements)
 SCADA cabling and coordination requirements
 Conduit configurations in canopy supports
 Location and configuration of CIC Cabinets and associated conduit
 Access control for door entry (card readers; electric locks, strikes and hinges)
 Coordination of base plates installation with Passenger Screen Gates
 Fare Gates locations and configuration
 Provisions in station layout and infrastructure for future elevators
 Coordination and interface with third parties to discern requirements, procedures,
and resolve issues associated with the delivery. Key partners include but are not
limited to:

 Hawaiian Electric Company
 HDOT
 City of Honolulu DPP
 US Navy
 Aloha Stadium Authority
 DTS
Additionally, HART recently established a Strategic Stakeholder Engagement Group to lead
engagement and resolution activities with strategic partners in a forward‐looking, proactive
manner. This group will develop and implement stakeholder engagement strategies
including informing, consulting, and involving stakeholders where relevant and evaluating
the effectiveness of those strategies. It is important to ensure senior management is
apprised of issues and risks to stakeholder relationships as they arise so that risks may be
managed effectively.
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3.3.2

Project Controls

3.3.2.1 Project Controls Overview
Project Controls includes the data gathering and analytical processes used to predict,
understand, and manage the cost and schedule outcomes of a project. For any major transit
project, effective Project Controls are a critical element of successful project cost and
schedule management.
In 2013 the Project's General Engineering Contractor, who provided significant schedule and
cost estimating support for HART, was replaced which created a vacuum in knowledge that
has taken time to fill. To address these issues, and to provide more robust and effective
project controls system, HART has obtained the services of a specialty firm to evaluate the
HART Project Controls processes and provide a system assessment to explore what is
currently in use and to assist in the implementation of any changes that are deemed
appropriate to enhance effectiveness and efficiency, to provide a more robust system
solution to manage the project.
HART primarily relies on Oracle's Contract Management System (CMS) to manage the
project. CMS is the Project's central data repository and reporting system to manage the
flow of project documents and control project cost. The Condition Assessment Report
identified key system and process improvements, as discussed below:

 CMS and the City's accounting system are not connected, and staff members
manually enter financial information into both systems. Manually entered data is
prone to error and takes longer to process because of duplication of effort in
entering the same information into multiple databases.

 Bottlenecks exist in document processing because of limitations in the electronic
sequential review process. Duplication of effort occurs as project staff are required
to enter review comments manually on hardcopies and simultaneously electronically
in the system.

 Using multiple databases requires manual reconciliation to detect manual data entry
errors, variances, and other inconsistencies between various systems.

 Drafting monthly reports requires the HART Project Controls Division (Project
Controls) to rely on different reports from various systems and manual input from
other divisions every month. HART currently has no single complete repository of
project data for report generation.

 The current interface could be more user‐friendly, intuitive, and simpler to use.
In response to the issues highlighted above, Project Controls presented recommendations
to executive management in August 2017 and is awaiting management decision to proceed
with system upgrade. Meanwhile, Project Controls is committed to simplifying and
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implementing business processes more efficiently, centralizing the focus of information on
analysis, reporting, and communication.
3.3.2.2 Trends
The Project has undergone major scope revisions and approved changes yielding significant
cost and schedule impacts. In dealing with this and potential cost escalations, Project
Controls performs rigorous and continuous predictive analysis in key areas of where costs
can be reduced or schedule delays can be mitigated. The August 24, 2017, cancellation of
the CCGS procurement has given HART the opportunity to explore options to optimize cost
and schedule. Project Controls is in the process of thoroughly analyzing the potential of
these opportunities. As this analysis is still in process, the current Basis of Estimate and
Basis of Schedule assume no change since the previous Recovery Plan submission.
The current budget and schedule will undergo a re‐baseline once this Recovery Plan is
adopted. Once established, forecasting cost and schedule variances to the re‐baseline will
be documented through a new trend report process. The trend analysis will allow for and
document early detection of potential cost overruns, schedule slippages, and project risks
associated with individual contracts or interface elements of the Project. Project Controls
monitors the approved project budget and documents potential variances throughout the
life of the Project. Project Controls is also tracking any changes to the original project scope
of work which result in an increase to the Project's approved budget, as they can only be
submitted for approval by the Board after a committed funding source has been established.
3.3.2.3 Cost Contingency
The cost contingency will be managed as a reserve fund by HART management. Contingency
is allocated at the Contract Packaging Plan (CPP) level to address any unforeseen costs or
risks related to design development, construction, and other Project conditions.
Contingency is allocated based on inputs from HART's Risk Manager, and reduced or
accounted for, as design, construction, and procurement progress, uncertainty and the
potential for risk events are quantified in the Risk Model. A contingency drawdown curve
will be established and managed via the Trend Process to ensure appropriate levels of
contingency are managed and reported.
3.3.2.4 Master Project Integrated Schedule (MPIS)
The Project Master Integrated Schedule is the chief program management tool that ties
information for all elements of the Project together and provides the necessary assistance
in the planning and management of a complex execution plan for the Project. It is
developed with a supporting basis and assumption report and is comprised of a hierarchy of
program tasks and benchmark interim milestones, through both an Interim and System‐
wide Revenue Services Date (RSD).
Over the past several months, Project Controls has undertaken a new course in enhancing
the MPIS by shifting the focus back to using the schedule as the central point of
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communication in analyzing progress and reporting metrics to both a field level and
executive management level. In its reviews of the present state of the MPIS, Project
Controls identified critical areas of deficiency that were preventing the MPIS from being
able to be used as a tool to meet this focus:

 There was a lack of consistency in the use of activity coding, calendars, and Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS) coding.

 The schedule updating procedures needed to be revised.
 There was a lack of owner‐specific and third‐party interface information in the MPIS
(such as inclusion of Regulatory Agency approvals, inspections, certifications, and
other utility activities—such as utility relocation and HECO power and activation
activities).

 There was a disconnect of inter‐project logic ties of Major Milestones and Critical
Access Milestones (CAMs) to schedule activities.

 There was an unclear Critical Path at a Program Level.
 Total Float values were inconsistent and excessive, requiring a review of logic ties (as
they may be missing successor tie[s]).

 Constraints, specifically hard constraints, were being used throughout the MPIS to
hold a date in the system. This presented an issue, in that it would override the
sequencing logic used for forecasting and accurate reporting of any potential
forecasted delays.

 Integration of testing activities from the feeder schedule was missing in MPIS.
 Safety and Security activities are not updated or accurate in the MPIS.
 There was a lack of detail for upcoming planned work (information for the east‐side
segment shown at a planning level).

 There was a lack of standardized schedule reports and look‐aheads of the MPIS
information.
In the past, the construction portion of the MPIS schedule was updated by uploading the
received contractor progressed schedule directly into the MPIS. This was recognized as a
concern that was quickly rectified. Presently, monthly updates are validated through the
Resident Engineer, Inspector, and Project Manager.
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Project Controls has prioritized its effort on performing the following initial Quality Control
checks and validations:

 Total float values
 Use of constraints
 Activity coding and WBS coding
Project Controls is presently revising affected activities to correct or eliminate them as
appropriate. Many of the adjustments incorporated into the MPIS over the past several
months are the biggest contributing factors to establishing an integrated schedule. It is
important to note that additional work is necessary with respect to the WBS coding effort
and continued detailing of the east‐side segment of work, which is expected to be an
ongoing work in progress.
In addition, Project Controls recognized a general deficiency in how it was interacting with
the Project's internal groups. Project Controls has initiated a stronger communication and
coordination effort with the HART Division Directors that has resulted in an enhancement of
the detail and integrity of the schedule information, specifically for interface, turnover of
activities and milestones, levels of detail information within the schedule, and accurate logic
ties. A majority of logic detail has been incorporated in the MPIS leading up to the Interim
RSD, but it is expected to be further defined for the complete system‐wide RSD especially
for the Eastside segments, as detailed information from Testing, Safety and Security, and
other portions of work is incorporated. Information is presently at a summary level in these
areas, but additional details from these sections are anticipated to be completed by end of
2017.
In parallel to this work effort, Project Controls is reviewing and realigning its scheduling
procedures and methods; Time Impact Analysis objectives and recommended methods; and
standardized report formats and layouts that include an analysis section for the schedule
information for visibility and consistency. Project Control's objectives continue to be re‐
aligned to implement industry standards, specifically in schedule‐level reporting
presentations that will be aimed at the project, senior, and executive management levels
for their respective review and oversight.
This realignment in Project Controls' processes is has led into the development of a new
internal Monthly Schedule Report, with sections feeding into the published Monthly Project
Status Report, as appropriate. The internal report shows more detailed layout options; a
Critical Path and Analysis section; a Look‐ahead Schedule; a Major Milestone and Critical
Access Milestone Schedule and Analysis section; Third‐Party Turnover and Interfaces
section; a ROW section; a Core Systems, Testing, and Analysis section; and an Area of
Concern section—to identify present and potential issues.
Project Controls' goal is to enforce the MPIS and make system reports available as a
centralized tool for communication and presentation of current Project status and critical
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activities; analysis of any variances; identification of issues or concerns, mitigations, or
recommendations; and workaround plans.
3.3.2.5 Schedule Contingency
Schedule contingency is carried as an activity in the MPIS for Interim Opening and Full
Revenue Opening. The amount of contingency for Full Revenue Opening is currently the
difference between an earlier, best‐case opening date and December 2025. HART's Risk
Model quantifies the required contingency to cover total impact to the Critical Path for each
item of risk based on input from the Risk Manager. HART will manage and update all risks
that may affect completion of the Project within the approved schedule on a monthly basis
and re‐run the network model on a quarterly basis.

3.3.3

Risk Management Program

The HART Risk Management Program helps to establish confidence in the HRTP cost and
schedule projections. The Risk Program includes the identification, categorization, and
assessment of risks and opportunities (R&O) related to each individual contract. A network
risk model uses a bottom‐up risk assessment to define cost and schedule R&O impacts for
each contract to other contracts, and to the Project as a whole. In 2016 HART increased its
focus on risk with the implementation of formal risk modeling efforts that include rigorous
analyses and cross‐departmental meetings to determine mitigation strategies. Quantifying
the cost and schedule R&O impacts will assist the Project team in decision‐making and risk
management. HART has also developed a monitor and control process that generates
reports to assist the Risk Manager and Project Managers in tracking contingency funds.
The weaknesses in the west‐side DB contracts, including contract language and
requirements as described below, are identified as risks for AGS and CCGS and are top
mitigation priorities. The Risk Management Program process flowchart is depicted in the
following figures:
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Figure 3‐4: Field Office Risk Management Flowchart
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Figure 3‐5: Risk Manager and Project Controls Flowchart
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Figure 3‐6: Risk Management Reports and Committee Flowchart
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The Project is currently monitoring 215 active risks and has closed or retired 132 risks since
June 2016. The following is a list of the top three known cost risks, which account for
$384 million, or 47% of the total risk profile:

 Re‐baselining the Core Systems Schedule to meet a Final Overall Baseline Schedule,
extending the RSD from January 2022 to December 2025

 Working with HECO to relocate the overhead utilities on the west side to
underground locations

 Conflict resolution pertaining to costs for relocations of unknown utilities in the City
Center segment
The top schedule risk is the delay of the Core Systems schedule by 77 months (from mid‐
2019 to completion of CCGS in 2025). Core Systems is delayed as a result of delayed
completion of the east‐side projects.
Further schedule risks are less significant and are concurrent with (not additive to) the Core
Systems schedule delay, such as:

 Misidentified or unidentified utilities which might occur in remaining west‐side
efforts or east‐side contracts (a delay of 2 months)

 HDOT or DTS requirements for conformance with their standards (a delay of
6 months).
A more comprehensive listing of the cost and schedule risk factors is included in Appendix C.
This excerpt from the Risk Tractability Log shows how each risk factor includes a detailed
description, a pre‐response estimate, a post‐response estimate, and the individual risk
owners. It also shows the overall risk and potential recommended mitigation for the
program.
HART has developed a risk management plan and is committed to enacting cost
containment and value engineering measures as a primary tool to maintain the Project's
capital cost within the established budget.
If needed, HART also has a number of strategies to mitigate these downside risks, including:

 Additional debt capacity available to the City through the issuance of GO debt.
 Utilizing its existing TECP program for short‐term financing needs.
 Extending local revenue sources, in the following order of priority, such as:
 City subsidies, which requires City Council approval.
 GET surcharge and TAT revenues, which requires legislative amendment.
In the process of preparing this Recovery Plan, HART determined that certain legal risks
regarding ROW acquisitions and relocations had never been fully captured in extant risk
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assessment models. Many of these risks relate to the wide range of possible jury verdicts
with regard to property valuations in eminent domain trials. However, given the sometimes
unpredictable and uncontrollable results of jury verdicts in eminent domain trials, HART
believes it most prudent to disclose the potential for risk in excess of budgeted amounts in
the updated financial plan. HART has determined that a full re‐assessment of its total
allocated and unallocated risks for the entire project, inclusive of ROW risks, needs to be
performed at this time and has kicked off a series of workshops to this end. By fully
assessing both risks and opportunities, by and recognizing that a substantial portion of the
work has already been completed, HART is confident that its current contingency budget
will be adequate to cover remaining risks on the Project.

3.3.4

Operations and Maintenance Roadmap

The HART O&M Developmental Division (HART O&M) is dedicated to containing costs and
maintaining scheduled openings by ensuring a seamless transition from capital construction
and commissioning to operation and maintenance of the system. The approval of the 2016
Charter Amendment 4 to the Revised Charter of the City and County of Honolulu 1973
(2000 edition), as amended, places operations and maintenance responsibilities for rail with
DTS. HART O&M meets regularly with DTS leadership to actively work on a roadmap to
revenue service. HART and DTS also discuss DTS's branding initiatives for the rail system and
fare system card. In addition, leadership of HART, DTS, and OTS meet on a monthly basis to
develop planning for intermodal (bus‐rail) service integration and Transit‐Oriented
Development (TOD) to improve system connectivity needs in relation to current design and
construction.
HART O&M is also working toward a seamless transition to DTS by leading the O&M
organizational and procedural development, including its continued commitment to hiring
and training local staff and fostering its ongoing relationship with the Leeward Community
College Workforce Development program. A proactive approach to O&M staffing will allow
HART O&M to build institutional knowledge and dedicate adequate resources to develop
the policies, procedures, and programs (such as the Transit Asset Management Program)
needed to ensure HART's success during the transition to and start of system operation.
HART O&M will also continue to assist with ensuring operational readiness and cost
containment by evaluating and communicating operations and maintenance implications to
Project decision‐makers and stakeholders and facilitating operational and safety policy
discussions. HART O&M reviews Project documents, capital construction, Memoranda of
Understanding, and third‐party agreements to ensure operability and maintainability and
provides additional Project oversight and consultation to Project teams. HART O&M is also
committed to maintain system assets in a State of Good Repair and provide analytics to
prioritize maintenance activities. HART O&M also provides oversight of the Core Systems
Contractor's O&M mobilization progress.
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In order to assist the City in identifying funding sources, HART, in full coordination with DTS
and OTS, has put together preliminary cost estimates for the interim and full O&M service
periods.

3.3.5

Safety Oversight

The HART Chief Safety and Security Officer leads the HART System Safety and Security
Division and is responsible for managing all Project safety and security activities and
ensuring all Project safety and security requirements are met. The HART Safety Team has
recently completed the annual update of both the Safety and Security Management Plan
and the Safety and Security Certification Plan. The updates to those plans reflect HART's
commitment to taking a risk‐based approach to mitigating hazards which helps ensure the
safe and secure design, construction/installation, and operation of the system. These
changes will provide more clarity on why an identified hazard should be introduced and
tracked to closure. The changes will also provide clearly defined steps for mitigation,
verification, and acceptance that the hazard has been reduced to its lowest acceptable level
of risk. Starting April 2017, the HART System Safety and Security Division began providing
quarterly updates to the HART Board of Directors. The updates will include the status of
safety and security certification, a brief summary on important safety and security issues,
and activities that may impact the Project schedule and budget. The HART Safety Team will
continue to effectively and efficiently manage its resources in support of HART's ultimate
goal of delivering a safe and reliable public transportation system to the citizens and visitors
of the Honolulu area.
As mandated by Title 49 of the United States Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Section 633
and Title 29 CFR Sections 1910 and 1926, HART is responsible for ensuring its employees are
provided with a safe work environment. Contractors are also responsible for providing their
employees, subcontractors, and visitors with a safe and healthy work environment. The
federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration measures a safe work environment
by comparing the number of recordable incidents to the total hours worked. HART's current
incident rate of 0.76 is five times lower than the State of Hawaii average of 3.8 and nearly
six times lower than the national average of 4.5. This low incident rate allows HART to take
advantage of premium savings in the Owner‐controlled Insurance Program, pay lower claim
amounts, and maintain the Project schedule and budget.
As Safety Certification is critical to the success of the project, the HART Safety Team works
closely with HDOT, who has the approval authority for entry into passenger service, and all
of the Project teams to track and verify all safety related requirements. Regular meetings
are held with HDOT to keep it informed of all safety activities in progress. The HART System
Safety and Security Division will, upon completion, deliver a fully certified system to the
HART O&M Division and DTS to begin Revenue Service Operations.
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3.3.6

Decision Milestone Matrix

HART is now incorporating a Decision Milestone Matrix that will help to make the necessary
decisions to move the Project forward while identifying potential issues, anticipating the
deadlines for decisions on the issues, and executing mitigation actions to resolve the issues.
Combined with the Risk Management program, the matrix will become a powerful tool in
making appropriate project decisions and ensuring that critical issues remain at an elevated
level to be reviewed by management for timely and effective decisions. The matrix itself will
be owned by the Risk Manager, who will meet with appropriate managers to determine the
critical issues that will be in need of decisions and will meet with the Project Director on a
weekly basis for a review of the matrix. On a monthly basis, the matrix will be presented to
Executive Management and to the PMOC at the PMOC Monthly Progress Meeting. (The Risk
Management Program is described in more detail in Section 3.3.3 above.)
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4

Cost Reductions and Containment
4.1 Methodology and Approach
HART continues to apply the knowledge gained from having prepared, awarded, and
managed eight multi‐million, multi‐year alternative delivery transit contracts to ongoing and
future work. This will become increasingly important as the Project moves into Honolulu's
dense urban core. HART's commitment to explore project delivery efficiencies, and all
practical cost containment and cost reduction measures through value‐engineering and
lessons learned, are further described below.

4.2 Project Delivery Efficiencies
HART has consistently sought to apply project delivery efficiencies to design and
construction contracts to improve overall Project cost and schedule performance. Some of
the areas analyzed by the Project teams include the following:

 Developing a contract packaging strategy to lower costs by increasing competition.
 Moving towards Design‐Build procurement and re‐packaging where appropriate to
lower costs.

 Evaluating an advance utilities construction package for CCGS to get a jump‐start on
relocation of interfering utilities and remove utility interference risk as much as
possible to the follow‐on DB contractor for guideway and stations work.

 Revising contract language, in collaboration with various construction and
procurement stakeholders, to provide clear direction and minimize disputes.

 Removing non‐essential design and construction elements to reduce cost.
 Performing pre‐construction Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) and geotechnical
investigations.

 Reviewing various Project financing options.
 Implementing a Maintenance of Traffic strategy that allows for expedited issuance
of Road Use Permits.

 Utilizing precast and offsite fabrication to reduce cost and schedule.
 Utilizing partnering to resolve construction issues in the field.
 Utilizing a Dispute Review Board to minimize or avoid potential impacts and
prolonged litigation.
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4.3 Value Engineering
The Risk Manager is compiling and updating all value‐engineering suggestions from either
formal or informal value‐engineering studies and all lessons learned from the Project. Refer
to Appendix B for cost savings implemented and considered through value engineering.

4.4 Lessons Learned
HART is holding lessons learned workshops approximately twice per year, facilitated by the
Risk Manager, to identify any new cost‐avoidance opportunities by being mindful of these
topics and addressing them appropriately within new contracts. The most recent workshop
was held on May 11, 2017, with a focus on right‐of‐way, Core Systems interface, utilities,
schedule incentives, and how top risks are covered in RFPs. Refer to Appendix B, Exhibit B‐1,
for the current list of lessons learned.
HART is exploring other opportunities for cost containment and cost reduction as detailed
below.

4.5 Soft Costs
HART has undertaken a review of its consultants to address its soft costs and non‐direct
construction costs, as suggested by the PMOC. HART is taking steps to evaluate consultant
scope, performance, qualifications, and technical competencies. HART will also need to
systematically evaluate soft costs in all program areas. Upon completion of the soft cost
evaluations, HART will bring recommendations to the Executive Director and CEO and the
HART Board of Directors for adoption.

4.6 Peer Reviews
HART has held numerous peer reviews to strengthen the organization by receiving
constructive and unbiased feedback from industry leaders. The recent APTA review
provided insight with regards to technical management capacity and capability, contract
administration and change order process, and claims management. HART has started
implementing most of the suggestions from this latest review. The peer review process is
on‐going and additional reviews will be requested to continue to improve upon HART
policies and procedures.

4.7 HECO Utility Relocation and Alternative Equipment
The current system alignment has major impacts on multiple utilities, and HECO in
particular has had the most influence on the Project cost and schedule. HECO's self‐
established clearance requirements conflicted with the construction and operation of the
HART system. HART and HECO were able to collaborate and identify alternative equipment
(vehicles) to address working clearance concerns between HART's rail guideway and HECO's
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high‐voltage 138kV transmission, 46kV sub‐transmission, and 12kV distribution power lines
and associated steel or wood poles. The necessary horizontal working clearances that HECO
requires are 50 feet for 138kV power lines, 40 feet for 46kV power lines, and 30 feet for
12kV power lines. Refer to Figure 4‐1 below for a map showing the areas of concern.

Figure 4‐1: HECO Clearance Relocations

HART has agreed to underground portions of HECO's utility lines, provide HECO funds to
purchase the new alternative vehicles, and provide storage space for these vehicles.
Because HECO has granted variances to their original clearance requirements in certain
areas, the Project can avoid costly overhead and underground utility relocations and save
an estimated $138 million. The clearance solutions vary for each section of HART's
alignment and are detailed in Appendix I.
The AGS and CCGS contracts both have significant HECO utilities that need to be relocated
underground. AGS will use a combination of alternate service vehicles, increased Navy
easements, and redesigned (re‐framed) pole arms to avoid undergrounding the nine‐pole
138kV system fronting Joint Base Pearl Harbor‐Hickam. The CCGS design team is in the
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review process with HECO to underground all of its utility lines along Dillingham Boulevard.
HECO's facilities relocation and coordination with the Project DB contractors remain a high‐
risk item.
Within the utility‐congested City Center section, HART plans to issue an advanced utilities
contract to clear the path for the follow‐on City Center Guideway and Stations. This
advanced utilities contract will be based on unit rates to allow the procurement to proceed
in parallel with ongoing utility design activities. This method is intended to expedite the
start of utility construction. In addition, since the utility contractor will be compensated
based on units of work performed, the parties interests should be aligned to work around
and mitigate known risks in the City Center section such as unforeseen utilities, uncertain
timing of property access, and inadvertent archaeological discoveries.

4.8 Interim Opening
HART, along with its stakeholders and partners, are currently evaluating the merits of a
system interim opening prior to full project completion to the Ala Moana Center Station.
An interim opening would be a tremendous opportunity to stress test the system and
evaluate performance under reduced service levels and ridership conditions. As detailed
below, there is absolutely no difference in the operational readiness and safety
requirements for any type of passenger service. HART acknowledges that after several years
of interim service, there would be a diminishing benefit in relation to O&M cost and
ridership. Thus, the responsible parties must weigh the cost versus benefit as they decide
on an interim opening date. Irrespective of the decision to pursue an interim opening, HART
intends to be ready to operate and maintain a system from East Kapolei to Aloha Stadium at
the end of 2020.

4.9 Cost Containment and Cost Savings Evaluations
The figures below identify potential cost saving opportunities for the Project. A complete
list of cost reductions and cost containment items is provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 4‐2: Project Scope Change Cost Savings

Figure 4‐3: Potential Cost Reductions
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5

Fulfillment of FFGA Scope
5.1 Project Progress and Current Status
The System is scheduled to open for passenger service on December 31, 2025, with a total
cost of $8.165 billion. The total cost includes contingency but does not include financing,
which is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. The Master Project Schedule shows 355 days of
schedule contingency.
The Project is currently 38% complete based on the weighted value progress of the
individual construction and design contracts as of August 2017, which includes completion
of the ROC and 10.75 miles of elevated guideway constructed from the East Kapolei Station
site to just past the Aloha Stadium Station site. The Project team is working to transition to
an earned value calculation based on construction progress and not based on weighted
expenditure calculation of the individual design and construction contracts.

5.2 Major Contract Status
Major contracts that have been awarded and their percentage completion are as follows:
West Oahu/Farrington Highway Guideway (99.3%); Kamehameha Highway Guideway
(96.4%); Maintenance and Storage Facility (100%); Core Systems (42.9%); and Airport
Section Guideway and Stations Group (9.8%). With the recent award of the AGS DB contract,
HART currently has over $4.27 billion either completed or under contract, which includes
15.9 of the 20.1 miles of guideway and 13 of the 21 stations.
The Core Systems Contractor scope includes the delivery of Vehicles, Signaling, Traction
Electrification, Communications, Passenger Screen Gates, and a fully functioning Operations
Control Center. The Communications System and the Passenger Screen Gate System are
currently under development and are on track to meet the current Project schedule. The
contractor has completed the base design development and is well into manufacturing and
testing of all other subsystems. Train #1 (four‐car consist) was delivered to the ROC in
March 2016. The first two cars of Train #2 arrived in Honolulu in April 2017, and the
remaining two cars of Train #2 are scheduled to arrive in May 2018. Dynamic testing on the
guideway is expected to begin in the fall of 2017.
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Figure 5‐1: Project Progress and Status

5.3 Right‐of‐Way Update
The original ROW plan under the FFGA included the identification of 223 total parcel
acquisitions and 112 total relocations. For the west‐side sections, the HART ROW Branch
has obtained site access for all 48 required parcels and completed all 30 required
relocations. HART continues to make steady progress in obtaining the required access and
completing necessary relocations for the AGS and CCGS segments.
Across all segments of the Project, HART's ROW scope of work has expanded considerably
since its original conception in the FFGA. The Project will require the acquisition of
approximately 500 easements, including 246 additional easements for utility relocations,
and approximately 30 Temporary Construction Easements (TCEs). The HECO utility
relocation and related easements are particularly complicated areas that are currently in
work. Construction access is being negotiated for two parcels within AGS and approximately
70 parcels within CCGS. Past experience has shown there can be strong resistance to ROW
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acquisitions, and Project staff were instructed to proceed with eminent domain actions on
those parcels considered to be problematic.

5.4 Strategic Actions to Expedite ROW Acquisitions
HART recognizes there are significant challenges that need to be addressed to ensure that
the project can be delivered as planned. The following actions are being implemented to
improve our ability to deliver the ROW properties in the timeliest manner possible.


Fill vacant positions and increase staffing to meet increased acquisition needs



Use all available information to act at the earliest possible time and maximize
economies of scale where appropriate



Place priority on obtaining access for construction of temporary utility work



Engage legal representation for complex/difficult acquisitions early



Staggering/Phasing of property availability for contractors



Enforce contractor responsibilities to re‐sequence or employ mitigation strategies to
avoid delay claims



Aggressive monitoring of acquisition and relocation activity progress

5.5 Summary of Actions to Completion
5.5.1

Major Contract Procurements

The CCGS DB and the PHGT DB contract procurements are the last major contracts yet to be
awarded. The CCGS contract is the critical path for the overall Project and is the last of the
major contracts to be procured. The current schedule for CCGS is estimated to be
65 months long, a significant amount of time for a 4.16‐mile segment that is evidence of its
complexity. Utility relocation is a significant part of the CCGS project in Honolulu's urban
core, and HART is proactively performing pre‐construction SUE and geotechnical work.
These final contracts will also benefit from lessons learned and value engineering described
in Section 4.2 above and updates to Project Controls, particularly the robust Project Master
Schedule and Risk Assessment.
The sequencing of the guideway construction, which is ultimately decided by the CCGS
contractor, will drive the critical path to completion. HART is dedicated to working closely
with this future partner to meet the Project's cost and schedule targets.
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5.5.2

HECO Coordination

HECO indicated a need in the 2019 timeframe for a new dedicated 46kV substation to feed
the ROC due to requirements in HECO Rule 13 for line extensions and substations. A
location near the ROC is being considered, and initial planning is ongoing with HECO and
LCC. No other substations have been identified by HECO for the Project.
HECO has also informed HART that HECO will not perform utility relocation construction
services for the electrical facilities within the Airport and City Center sections, including the
Dillingham Temporary Utilities section. HECO had previously performed electrical utility
relocation construction work for the western half of the Project at HART's request in order
to help reduce and manage cost. However, HECO has indicated that it will not be self‐
performing any construction work for the remaining AGS and CCGS contracts. According to
HECO, this is a result of its resources having become stressed, which would affect its core
mission. However, HECO will continue to perform the electrical design. HART will procure
the utility relocations construction services. HART will explore alternative and available
options to ensure that the current 2025 schedule is not affected.

5.5.3

Casting Yard

On April 19, 2017, the FTA provided conditional approval of HART's acquisition via license
agreement of the precast concrete manufacturing yard, identified as Lot 31 of Kapolei
Business Park West, Phase I.
HART finalized compliance with the FTA conditional approval on April 20, 2017.
HART is now in the process of executing agreements to assume the current license and
secure a new license for the casting yard through November 2022. HART intends to
sublicense the casting yard to the AGS DB contractor, Shimmick/Traylor/Granite JV.
The short‐term agreement has been signed by both the contractor and the property owner
and is with HART for final execution.

5.6 Development of Acceptable Project Cost
5.6.1

Introduction

One of the most critical components of the HART Recovery Plan is the development of a
realistic cost estimate for the completion of the full Project scope as set forth in the FFGA,
referred to herein as the Estimate at Completion (EAC). In developing the EAC, HART has
embraced FTA guidelines and procedures relating to risk assessment, cost mitigation, and
estimates of capital cost, as well as cost estimating methodologies well accepted in the
construction industry.
In particular, in developing the EAC, HART conducted a process for the identification and
categorization of risks (described in Appendix C) and developed the Primary and Secondary
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Mitigations (described in Appendix B). The Basis of Estimate (BOE) in Appendix F describes
in detail the capital cost estimate methodology and assumptions used to develop the
Project EAC.

5.6.2

Cost Estimating Methodology

For awarded construction contracts, the actual values of the contracts were used in
developing the EAC. This includes the WOFH, KHG, AGS, and MSF Design‐Build contracts;
the West O'ahu Station Group (WOSG), Farrington Highway Station Group (FHSG), and
Kamehameha Highway Station Group (KHSG) Design‐Bid‐Build contracts; and the Core
Systems Contractor (CSC) Design‐Build‐Operate‐Maintain (DBOM) contract. All bid values
were adjusted and sorted by the appropriate Standard Cost Category (SCC) for these
estimates. An ICE and Validation Estimate were completed for the CCGS procurement.
Additional data sources used for factoring the EAC included staffing projections; change
orders in negotiations with contractors; merit changes under evaluation; known risks with
potential cost or schedule impacts; and contingency to account for unknown site conditions,
unresolved design or scope issues, market fluctuations, regulatory requirements, and
schedule impacts.

5.6.3

Adequacy of Contingency

One of the lessons learned by HART from the earlier stages of the Project is the critical
importance of sufficient project contingency to address changing market conditions, the
cost impact of schedule delays, and other project risk factors. The FTA places great
importance on assuring that the project sponsor maintains adequate contingency levels for
various stages of project development, as described in the FTA's Oversight Procedure 40c,
Risk and Contingency Review, 11‐12. Combining the FTA's guidance with the Risk
Management Program described in Section 3.3.3 of this Recovery Plan, the total
contingency is $1.1 billion (13% of EAC).

5.6.4

Updated Cost Estimate

The current Capital Cost Estimate is $8.165 billion, exclusive of financing costs, which
includes $1.1 billion of allocated and unallocated contingency, all in Year of
Expenditure (YOE) dollars. The August 24, 2017, cancellation of CCGS procurement
has given HART the opportunity to explore options to optimize cost. Project Controls
is in the process of thoroughly analyzing the potential of these opportunities. As this
analysis is still in process, the current Basis of Estimate assumes no change since the
previous Recovery Plan submission. A summary of the estimated costs for the
Project is provided in the table below:
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Table 5‐1:

Updated Cost Summary

Contract Summary Status
Active Contracts (includes allocated contingency)
Unawarded Construction (includes allocated contingency)
Staff and Consultants (includes allocated contingency)
Completed Contracts
Unallocated Contingency
Total Capital Project (excludes finance costs)

Estimate at
Completion
$4,129,313,000
$1,928,548,000
$1,286,632,000
$546,950,000
$273,641,000
$8,165,084,000

HART's procedures include periodic updates to the cost estimates for all work,
relying in part on the data from previously bid work, to help estimate the cost of
remaining work. Furthermore, the Risk Management System provides quarterly
updates to all Project risks in order to model the necessary levels of allocated
contingency for each contract. This result, supplemented with the level of
unallocated contingency shown above, provides HART with a reasonable degree of
confidence that the Project will be delivered within the EAC shown in Table 5‐1
above. At the time of each quarterly update, if the EAC varies from the value shown
above, then HART has the opportunity to either utilize a portion of the unallocated
contingency, or to implement aggressive cost containment/cost reduction proposals
being monitored by the Risk Manager with input from the Project teams in order to
keep the Project on budget.

5.6.5

Range of Finance Costs

The Project financing costs will be determined by the ultimate funding solution. Financing
costs will vary based on when additional funding is received, the total amount of debt
required, interest rates, and bond maturity. The Project financing is detailed in Section 6.

5.7 Development of Acceptable Project Schedule
HART's success in achieving the updated RSD will depend in large part on the continued use
of the MPIS as a forecasting tool rather than a status reporting tool. While this is a recent
change in how the MPIS has been used, management attention will be needed in order to
maintain this focus across the organization. Project Controls has reached out to the various
HART Division Directors for information to populate the MPIS and how their activities relate
to procurement, design, and/or construction. Diligent updating of this information is crucial
to the success of the MPIS being a useful tool for managing the overall Project activities in
order to best manage the Project as a whole rather than localized optimization of each
contract.
The MPIS includes activities from HART Division Directors for procurement, environmental
actions, and safety and security as well as design, construction, and core systems contracts.
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There are major milestones among the construction and systems contracts that provide
significant points of interface, referred to as Contractor Access Milestones (CAMs), that
define access and cross‐contract exchange of design, construction, and operational
information. Consideration was given to the constructability of utility relocations,
foundations, columns, and guideway erection based on performance metrics, as well as the
physical characteristics of the existing built environment. Construction sequences were
developed based on a reasonable and prudent approach to construction assuming a
balance and flow of crews, crew sizes, and equipment and directional headings to optimize
the schedule. The selected contractor(s) may come up with equal or better schemes based
on their preferred means and methods and existing operational experience as well as the
availability of equipment and labor. A more detailed description of Project schedule
development is found in Section 3.3.2.

5.8 Operations and Maintenance for Interim and Full Openings
The Project's O&M Development Team is responsible for developing a safe, secure,
convenient, reliable, and clean service to the general public for the 20.1‐mile rail system
from East Kapolei Station to Ala Moana Center Station. HART O&M is currently developing
the policies, procedures, and staffing requirements to successfully operate and maintain the
HRTP system as described above in Section 3. During the Interim Service period, HART O&M
will also manage the rail system's operations and maintenance contracts, including the Core
Systems Contractor, fare‐collection system, and escalators and elevators.
The O&M Team will be ready to operate and maintain the system from East Kapolei Station
to Aloha Stadium Station for an interim opening in 2020. The O&M Team must meet the
same rigorous operational readiness standards and safety requirements for the interim
opening as for any level of passenger service. Many of the major start‐up costs will still
apply to an interim passenger service. The FTA will also require a Transit Asset Management
Plan and State of Good Repair reporting for revenue service, which does apply to an interim
opening.
The rail system will operate daily from 4 a.m. to midnight and arrive approximately every
five minutes during peak travel hours. The O&M Team will adjust headways and operating
strategies to reflect forecasted passenger demand. The O&M Team will also coordinate rail
schedules with the City bus system and modify service to accommodate special events. The
O&M security team will enforce system rules and ordinances, ensure safe travel for patrons,
and deter fare evasion. O&M customer service teams will provide information and help to
the general public. The O&M Team will also provide fare collection, evaluate revenue
generation, and explore TOD opportunities around the system.
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6

Project Finance
This financial plan section discusses the funding sources; capital costs; and risks,
uncertainties, and mitigation strategies associated with the 20.1‐mile and 21‐station
elevated rail transit system extending from East Kapolei in the west to the Ala Moana
Center in the east. It is organized in the following manner:

 Summary
 Outcome of State and City Funding Legislation
 Financial Plan
 Funding Sources and Forecast Methodology
 Project Capital Plan
 Risks, Uncertainties, and Mitigation Strategies

6.1 Summary
On September 5, 2017, the Governor of the State of Hawaii, David Y. Ige, signed into law
Senate Bill 4, 2017 Special Session (SB4), which became Act 1, 2017 Special Session (Act 1),
providing additional funding sources to the City and HART to complete a 20.1‐mile and
21‐station elevated rail transit system extending from East Kapolei in the west to the Ala
Moana Center in the east, known as the Honolulu Rail Transit Project. Act 1 authorized an
extension of the 0.5% GET surcharge for 3 years from December 31, 2027, to December 31,
2030. Furthermore, Act 1 increased the state‐wide TAT by 1.0%, and dedicated the
revenues from that increase to the capital costs of the Project.
Act 1 requires the City Council to adopt an ordinance effectuating the 3‐year extension of
the GET surcharge prior to January 1, 2018. No City Council action is required to effectuate
the TAT increase or its disbursement toward the costs of the Project. On September 6, 2017,
the City Council adopted Bill 45 (2017), CD1, to extend the GET surcharge to December 31,
2030, and the mayor signed Ordinance 17‐48 into law on September 7, 2017.
The salient funding features of Act 1 are summarized as follows:

 Authorizes the City to extend the current 0.5% GET surcharge for 3 years from
December 31, 2027, to December 31, 2030.

 Reduces the State's share of the gross proceeds of the 0.5% GET surcharge from 10%
to 1% effective September 5, 2017.

 Established a 1% state‐wide TAT increase (from 9.25% to 10.25%) beginning
January 1, 2018, to December 31, 2030.
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 Provides that revenues derived from the GET surcharge on Oahu and the 1% TAT
increase are to be used for HART's capital expenditures, excluding HART's operating,
administrative, marketing, and maintenance costs.
In total, Act 1 is projected to yield up to $2.509 billion of additional revenue. Assumptions
used to derive this amount are discussed later in this Chapter. Table 6‐1 below illustrates
the additional revenues expected from Act 1.

Table 6‐1:

Funding Summary
Prior Funding
Projections
(millions)

Source
Actual GET Collections from
September 2009 to June 2017
Projected GET from July 2017 to
December 2027
Projected GET from January 2028
to December 2030
State‐wide TAT from January 2018
to December 2030
Total

Act 1
(millions)

Dollar Amount
of Change
(millions)

Percent of
Change

$1,600

$1,600

$0

0%

$2,875

$3,162

$287

9.98%

$0

$1,111

$1,111

100%

$0

$1,111

$1,111

100%

$4,475

$6,984

$2,509

56.06%

In addition to providing additional funding for the Project, Act 1 includes a number of State
oversight provisions:

 Beginning on January 1, 2018, all of the GET surcharge and TAT increase revenues
will be deposited into a State special fund known as the Mass Transit Special Fund.

 The State's Comptroller must certify HART invoices as an acceptable use of funds
pursuant to Act 1 before the State Director of Budget and Finance will release any
GET and TAT in the Mass Transit Special Fund to the City.

 The State's Office of the Auditor will conduct and complete an audit of HART by
January 2019. Furthermore, the auditor is required to perform an annual review
beginning immediately and ending on December 2031.

 The President of the State Senate and the House Speaker are to each appoint two
non‐voting members to the HART Board of Directors. The implementation of this
provision is under discussion by the State's and the City's attorneys.
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6.2 Outcome of State and City Funding Legislation
6.2.1

State Legislature and Governor of the State of Hawaii

As indicated above, following State legislative action in a special session, Governor Ige
signed SB4 into law on September 5, 2017, which became Act 1.
Act 1 provides for revenue sources to fund the construction of the Project. More specifically,
the act:

 Authorizes the City, which previously adopted an ordinance to establish a 0.5%
surcharge on the state GET, to extend the surcharge for three additional years, from
December 31, 2027, to December 31, 2030.

 Decreases from 10% to 1% the GET surcharge gross proceeds retained by the State
effective September 5, 2017.

 Increases the TAT state‐wide by 1%, from 9.25% to 10.25%, beginning January 1,
2018, through December 31, 2030, for the Project.

 Establishes the Mass Transit Special Fund and specifies that the revenues from the
GET surcharge and TAT increase be deposited into this special fund for the capital
costs of the Project.

 Requires the State Comptroller to verify and certify invoices submitted for the
Project.

 Allows the State Director of Finance to disburse moneys from the Mass Transit
Special Fund to the City's Director of Budget and Fiscal Services on a monthly basis
upon the State Comptroller's certification of HART's invoices.

 Provides that, after September 5, 2017, GET and TAT revenues allocated from the
Mass Transit Special Fund cannot be used for the following:

 Operation or maintenance costs of a mass transit project.
 HART's administrative, operating, marketing, or maintenance costs.
 Provides that, if a court makes a monetary award to a County due to the State's
violation of any state law or constitutional provision relating to the State's deduction
and withholding of county surcharge on state tax revenues, then an amount equal to
the monetary award shall be deducted and withheld from the tax revenues
deposited into the Mass Transit Special Fund and shall be credited as a general fund
realization of the State.

 Requires the State Auditor to conduct and complete an audit before January 2019
and to conduct annual reviews of HART.
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 Provides for the Senate President and the House Speaker to each appoint two non‐
voting, ex‐officio members to the Board of Directors of HART.

6.2.2

Honolulu City Council and Mayor of the City and County of Honolulu

Following final passage of Bill 45 (2017), CD1, Relating to the Transportation Surcharge, by
the City Council, Honolulu Mayor Kirk Caldwell signed into law Ordinance No. 17‐48.
Ordinance 17‐48 extends the county surcharge for 3 years from 2027 to 2030. Additionally,
Ordinance 17‐48 codifies the prohibitions on the use of the GET surcharge funds established
in Act 1 described above.

6.3 Financial Plan
The "Baseline" financial plan presented in Figure 6‐1 was prepared using the following
assumptions:

 GET revenue projections from July 1, 2017, and TAT revenue projections from
January 1, 2018, are based on the September 2017 forecast of the State of Hawaii's
Council on Revenues (Revenue Council). Assumptions used are discussed under the
Funding Sources and Forecast Methodology section (Section 6.4) below.

 Annual administrative and operating expenditures of HART are funded by the City.
 A combination of General Obligation (GO) bonds and short‐term borrowing in the
form of Tax‐Exempt Commercial Paper (TECP) will be used to partially finance the
Project. Projected interest rates used for GO bonds are 4% for fixed rate and 3% for
variable rate bonds and TECP.

 Capital expenditures projections are based on contract schedules and milestones.
 Total project capital cost of $8.165 billion, exclusive of finance charges, with full
Revenue Service Date (RSD) on December 31, 2025.

$8,165

Total Project Costs

1,864

CP Retirement

Ending Cash Balance
$31

($267)

$13,656

Total Project Uses

Net Current Change

$0

(283)

$283

$5,491

City Debt Reserve

Deposit to City Debt Reserve
Release City Debt Reserve

City Debt Reserve:

Total Debt Service

$848

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$95

($203)

$2,098

-

-

33

CP Interest

Subtotal Interest

-

$79
736

Fixed Interest

-

-

Interest:
Variable Interest

$4,643

Fixed Principal

Subtotal Principal

$350

2,428

Principal:
Variable Principal

$2,098

$2,098

274

$7,891

Unallocated Contingency

79

88

253

88

274

HART Administration

Debt Service:

$1,350
172

726
449

Project Costs

$0

$0

$1,895

-

-

155

ROW / Utilities

Planning

6
$1,895

220

$6,134

$13,389

54

$4,633

Program-Wide

Design

Construction

Project Uses:

Total Project Sources

Additional Funds

Fixed Rate Bonds Net of
Issuance Costs
Total Debt Proceeds

350
2,419

$1,864

Debt Proceeds
TECP (net) Max $350 m

Variable Bonds

$8,702

Total Revenue

$7

$1,550
$160

Federal Grant
City Subsidy - HART Admin

All Other

569
-

$1,320

$5,873

$1,111

$298

Actuals to
2016

TAT Revenues

$298

Total

Fiscal Years

G.E.T. Surcharge

Project Funding Sources:

Beginning Cash Balance

($ in millions)

50

$0

$2

2

$0

$0

$0

$23

($72)

$645

-

$52

-

$50

-

$593

-

$593

2

22

23

19

10

$517

$573

-

$130

-

$130

$443

1

216
-

-

$226

$95

Actual
2017

$0

$25

$2

$848

$30

-

$30

$112

$12

1

3

$9

$100

100

-

$706

-

$706

3

23

21

113

23

$522

$850

-

$532

350
-

$182

$318

0

21
20

29

$248

$23

Est. 2018

$0

$24

($1)

$1,047

$11

-

$11

$240

$25

5

10

$11

$214

214

-

$796

-

$796

2

24

24

149

19

$578

$1,046

-

$468

166

$302

$578

-

229
24

63

$262

$25

$0

$24

($0)

$1,096

$19

-

$19

$289

$39

5

24

$11

$250

250

-

$788

0

$788

1

25

24

111

4

$624

$1,095

-

$506

256

$250

$590

-

227
25

67

$271

$24

$0

$24

$0

$1,369

$37

-

$37

$310

$60

4

45

$11

$250

250

-

$1,023

16

$1,007

0

26

24

75

2

$879

$1,370

-

$704

454

$250

$666

-

288
26

71

$281

$24

21

$25

$1

$1,342

$67

-

$67

$372

$80

3

67

$10

$292

250

-

$42

$903

42

$861

0

21

21

36

2

$781

$1,343

-

$957

708

$249

$386

-

-

74

$291

$24

Est. 2019 Est 2020 Est. 2021 Est. 2022

17

17

$25

($0)

$1,005

$40

-

$40

$405

$92

5

78

$9

$313

250

13

$50

$560

63

$497

-

18

36

2

$423

$1,004

-

$608

357

$251

$396

-

-

78

$301

$25

Est. 2023

12

12

$25

($0)

$767

$15

-

$15

$440

$100

7

87

$7

$339

250

39

$50

$312

63

$249

-

17

15

2

$203

$767

-

$361

111

$250

$406

-

-

82

$311

$25

Est. 2024

10

10

14

$22

($3)

$787

$65

-

$65

$493

$99

2

92

$6

$394

250

94

$50

$229

55

$174

-

-

1

$148

$784

-

$367

367

$0

$417

-

-

86

$320

$25

Est. 2025

5

5

$0

5

8

$14

($8)

$439

($47)

(47)

$0

$338

$91

-

87

$4

$246

-

196

$50

$148

30

$119

-

-

-

$106

$431

-

-

$426

-

-

91

$330

$22

Est. 2026

1

9

$0

4

$6

1

2

$3

$0

$0

$42

$29

$417
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$407

$80

-

78

$3

$327

-

277

$50

$10

-

-

-

$446

-

-

$437

-

-

95

$341

$14

10

$0

$0

$0

$0
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$23

$438
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$438
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-
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$1
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-
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$0

-

$8

$0
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$0
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($19)

$496

-

$496
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-
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$0
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-

437

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$33

($13)

$507
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$507

$33

-

33
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-

475

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-

-

-
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-

-
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$46

$0

$467

-

-
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$66

-

-

-

-

$461

-

-

$451

-

-
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$42

$0
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$0

$0

$0

$25

($8)

$360

($147)
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$0

$507

$13

-

13

$0

$494

-

494

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$353

-

-

$343

-

-

58

$285

$33

83

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$2

2

$31

$5

($5)

($90)
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$0
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-

$0
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Figure 6‐1: Baseline Financial Plan
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Table 6‐2 below summarizes HART's baseline financial plan:

Table 6‐2:

Baseline Financial Plan
Source
Beginning Cash Balance
GET
TAT
Federal Grant
City Subsidy
All Other ($4 million from the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act; the rest from interest income and rent)
Total Funding Sources
Additional Funds
Total Sources
Capital Expenditures exclusive of Financing
Financing Costs
Total Capital Expenditures including Financing Costs
Ending Cash Balance

Funding
(millions)
$298
$5,873
$1,111
$1,550
$160
$7
$9,000
$54
$9,054
$8,165
$858
$9,023
$31

6.4 Funding Sources and Forecast Methodology
6.4.1

Oahu GET Surcharge and State‐wide TAT

The local funding sources for the Project are as follow:

 A dedicated 0.5% GET surcharge, with the City and HART receiving 99% of the gross
GET proceeds effective September 5, 2017. The 99% is an increase from the 90% of
gross proceeds from July 1, 2007, to September 4, 2017.

 A dedicated 1.0% of the State‐wide TAT, with the City and HART receiving 100% of
the gross proceeds beginning January 1, 2018.
Both the GET and TAT expire on December 31, 2030. Both funding sources are deposited
into the Mass Transit Special Fund quarterly subject to the oversight provisions described in
the Sections 6.1 and 6.2.1 above. However, the State's Director of Budget and Finance has
the discretion to disburse these funds monthly, subject to the availability of funds in the
Mass Transit Special Fund.
As shown in Table 6‐1 in the Summary section above, these funding sources are expected to
bring in $6.984 billion to the Project through December 31, 2030, with approximately
$2.509 billion in additional funding generated from the provisions of Act 1.
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6.4.2

GET Surcharge and TAT Forecast Methodology

6.4.2.1 Current Method
The growth rates used for this financial plan are forward looking (up to 7 years) and based
on the State Revenue Council's latest forecast of state general fund tax revenue and growth
as detailed by the State Department of Taxation (September 2017, see Figure 6‐2). The
Revenue Council is a constitutionally mandated body consisting of seven members
appointed by the Governor, the Senate President, and the House Speaker. Its revenue
estimates are used by the Governor and the State Legislature to prepare bi‐annual budgets
and appropriations. Deviations from the Revenue Council's estimates must be justified.
The Revenue Council meets four times each year to review, establish, and/or revise state
tax revenue estimates. Figure 6‐2 shows the Revenue Council's Estimates of General Fund
Tax Revenues forecast as detailed by the State Department of Taxation. Table 6‐3 below
summarizes the growth rates through year 2030.

Figure 6‐2: Revenue Council Estimated General Fund Tax Revenues

Table 6‐3:

Revenue Council Growth Rates
Fiscal Year
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024 – 2030

GET
Surcharge
3.90%
3.52%
3.52%
3.55%
3.48%
3.62%
3.09%

TAT
8.46%
7.08%
6.22%
5.81%
5.45%
5.19%
5.04%
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HART used the Revenue Council's growth rate for 2024 to estimate the growth rates from
2025 to 2030. The Revenue Council's forward‐looking GET surcharge and TAT growth rates
are consistent with the compounded growth rate as discussed below.
6.4.2.2 Prior Method – GET Surcharge
The June 2012 Financial Plan assumed that GET growth would be consistent with the long‐
term GET CAGR of 5.04% from Fiscal Year (FY) 1981 to FY2010.
Generally, the advantage of utilizing a long‐term historical growth average to forecast
revenues is that it spans several business cycles, thereby normalizing extreme high‐ and
low‐growth years. However, the period used in the 2012 Financial Plan included sustained
high inflationary years in the 1980s and early 1990s. Figure 6‐3 below highlights the change
in the CAGR from 1981–1991 compared to 1992–2017. The CAGR experienced since 1992
(3.7%) is less than half the growth rate experienced over the preceding 10‐year period
(8.5%).

Figure 6‐3: GET Comparison, 1981–1991 vs. 1992–2017
GET Compounded Annual Growth Rates
10.00%

8.5%

8.00%
6.00%

3.7%

4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
CAGR 1981‐1991

CAGR 1992‐2017

Given the wide variance in the CAGR, the 5.04% growth rate assumed at the time of the
2012 Financial Plan has been changed a number of times since then, to lower numbers
reflecting actual growth rates of the GET surcharge collections, as shown in Table 6‐4 below.

Table 6‐4:

Project Forecasted Growth Rates
Month and Year
July 1, 2012
March 31, 2015
September 30, 2015
March 1, 2016

Growth Rate
Forecast
5.04%
4.75%
4.00%
4.30%
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6.4.2.3 Transient Accommodation Tax
The projected TAT growth rate is based on the most recent Revenue Council's State General
Fund Tax Revenue forecast (September 2017, see Figure 6‐2). The Revenue Council's growth
rates are consistent with the historical CAGR when adjusted for increases in the TAT tax rate.
As shown in Figure 6‐4 below, the CAGR has been relatively consistent over various time
intervals. The CAGR based on the Revenue Council's forecast is 5.4%.

Figure 6‐4: State‐wide TAT Compounded Growth Rate

6.4.2.4 Conclusion on Revenues Forecast Methodology
The Revenue Council's forecast is an objective method for projecting GET surcharge and TAT
revenues, embodied in the State Constitution. The Revenue Council's forecast provides for
timely updates to changes in the economy and is consistent compared to the GET and TAT
CAGR since 1990 as well as variances in more recent CAGR periods.

6.4.3

Federal Funding

The City received a total of $806 million of the $1.550 billion New Starts funding from the
FTA through July 2017. The remaining $744 million is awaiting FTA award. This updated
financial plan estimates the next incremental award of approximately $229 million will be
released around July 1, 2018, with the remaining balance to be disbursed through 2021.
No additional FTA grant funding is considered in the financial plan.

6.4.4

City Subsidy – HART Administration

As discussed in the Summary section, Act 1 prohibits the use of revenues derived from State
tax revenues (GET and TAT) for HART annual administrative and operating expenditures.
This updated Financial Plan assumes that these restricted expenditures that may not be
paid from GET or TAT revenues correspond to HART's annual operating budget reflected in
Figure 6‐1 as HART Administration under Project uses. Accordingly, this updated Financial
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Plan is based upon funding from the City in the amount of HART's projected annual
operating budgets for FY2019 to FY2027, as well as partial funding for FY2018. Additionally,
the City recognizes that additional funds, beyond the amounts projected for HART's annual
operating budgets, may be required to complete the Project. To clarify, administrative and
operating expenditures of HART are not the same as Operation and Maintenance (O&M)
expenditures during revenue operation.
Based upon HART's current and projected annual operating budgets, the estimated amount
of City funds required for administrative and operating expenses from the effective date of
Act 1 (September 5, 2017) to December 31, 2030, totals $160 million. Table 6‐5 below
shows HART's estimated administrative and operating expenditures by year, which may
require annual City Council appropriation through the annual Executive Operating Budget,
by fiscal year. As a result, this updated Financial Plan requires City Council approval. HART
will seek to introduce a City Council resolution to approve this updated Financial Plan for
City Council action in October 2017.

Table 6‐5:

Estimated City Subsidy – HART Administration
Fiscal Year
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027

Amount
(millions)
$20
$24
$25
$26
$21
$17
$12
$10
$5
$1

6.5 Project Capital Plan
The Baseline Project costs are shown below in Table 6‐6.

Table 6‐6:

Baseline Project Costs
Description
Capital Cost
Financing and Issuances Costs
Total

Amount
(millions)
$8,165
$858
$9,023
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6.5.1

Capital Cost

The baseline project costs below include executed contracts totaling approximately
$4.4 billion (53.89% of total project cost below) with approximately $2.8 billion paid to date.
Two major construction contracts remain to be procured: CCGS and PHGT.

Table 6‐7:

Baseline Project Costs
Cost Summary

Estimate at
Completion

Construction (SCC 10 to SSC 50)
ROW (SCC 60)
Vehicles (SCC 70)
Professional Services (SCC 80)
Unallocated Contingency
Total Capital Project (excludes finance costs)

$ 5,238,076,258
263,522,643
211,661,870
2,178,152,556
273,641,000
$8,165,084,000

On August 24, 2017, the CCGS solicitation was canceled due to developments affecting the
qualifications of two priority‐listed offerors, desired modifications to the scope of work, and
the intent to further enhance competition. The impact of this cancellation to capital cost
and project schedule is discussed below in Section 6.6, Risks, Uncertainties, and Mitigation
Strategies.

6.5.2

Capital Cost Financing

The financing plan for the Project was developed to (1) preserve the City's financial
condition, (2) minimize finance charges, and (3) repay debt service solely from Project
revenues by FY2030.
In the years in which capital expenditures are greater than the funding available, a
combination of GO bonds (to be repaid by Project revenues and other funding sources) and
short‐term borrowing (up to a 270‐day revolving basis) in the form of TECP will be used.
HART and the City entered into a Memorandum of Understanding on May 7, 2015, which
was amended and restated on July 26, 2017 (as amended and restated, the "MOU"), The
MOU provides, among other things, that HART is required to deposit into the City's general
fund a debt reserve equal to the lesser of 10% of the par value of the outstanding bond
amount or 50% of the maximum annual debt service on all outstanding bonds. This financial
plan anticipates the release of the debt reserve to partially fund debt service in 2026, 2031,
and 2032. On September 6, 2017, the City successfully sold $350 million of variable rate GO
bonds to partially meet HART's FY2018 cash needs.
The financial plan assumes interest rates of 4.00% for fixed rate GO bonds and 3.00% for
variable rate GO bonds. The rates used are based on the City's current AA+ rating. The
interest rate used on TECP is at 3.00%. The variable rate bonds sold on September 6, 2017,
described above, carry an initial variable interest rate of Securities Industry and Financial
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Markets Association (SIFMA) plus 30 to 32 basis points (approximately 1.1%) adjusted
weekly.
Issuance costs of debt are estimated at 0.40% of gross GO bond proceeds and the TECP line
of credit.
The City's financing requirements are presented in Figure 6‐1, under Debt Financing
Summary. In summary, GO bond proceeds amount to $2.769 billion, with TECP revolving
borrowings at $1.864 billion (maximum limit of $350 million outstanding). All debts will be
repaid by FY2032.

6.6 Risks, Uncertainties, and Mitigation Strategies
The sections above focus on discussions surrounding the baseline financial plan and
assumptions. This following discussion emphasizes the risks and uncertainties, including
mitigation strategies, on key assumptions.

6.6.1

Capital Plan

6.6.1.1 Project Costs
This section discusses potential risks associated with the CCGS, utility installation and
relocations, and ROW acquisition and relocations.

 CCGS: As discussed above, after an extended suspension, on August 24, 2017, the
CCGS solicitation was canceled due to various developments which made it prudent
to re‐solicit the project. The impact of this cancellation on capital cost and project
schedule is under evaluation. There is a potential risk of construction escalation and
related additional soft costs if mitigation strategies do not materialize. HART is using
this opportunity to explore other contract delivery options with the objective of
reducing costs and shortening the Project schedule. HART is also reviewing an
advanced utilities contract to clear the path for the follow‐on CCGS contract. This
advanced package could mitigate schedule delays and reduce unforeseen risks in the
CCGS contract. However, there is also a risk that a separate utilities contract package
could increase the "soft" costs due to some additional construction management
and administration costs.
Additionally, a viable option may be a Public‐Private Partnership (P‐3). In recent
years, P‐3s have been employed in a number of projects around the country with
positive results (savings between 15% to 25% as documented in the March 7, 2017,
ulupono report). Coincidentally, the FTA recently proposed new rules encouraging
private investments in public transportation projects. The City and HART have held
preliminary discussions with the private sector. In addition to the potential savings,
other benefits could be innovation brought to the Project; long‐term risk transferred
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to the private sector; increased cost and schedule certainty; increased public
confidence in the Project; and construction acceleration.
HART is in the process of bringing on board a P‐3 Advisor to perform an overall
viability assessment, for the use of the P‐3 delivery approach to the CCGS and the
PHGT projects, as well as to help develop the most optimal model of P‐3 that could
be used. HART, in conjunction with the P‐3 Advisor, will perform a Market Sounding
to assess the interest of the private sector in participating in these projects.

 Utilities: Utility installations/relocations represent another significant cost
component as the Project moves into the more congested City Center segment. The
Project has major impacts on multiple utilities, with electrical infrastructure owned
by HECO having the greatest impact on cost and schedule. Utility relocations along
Dillingham Boulevard are on the critical path and will require in‐depth utility design
work to provide for the needs of the system and address HECO electrical clearance
issues. To mitigate the risk, HART is proactively performing preconstruction
subsurface utility engineering and geotechnical work. HART is also advancing the
utility relocation package to a fully signed and sealed document for bids. This action
will minimize cost and schedule risks assigned to this project.

 ROW: HART acknowledges that the Honolulu real estate market is robust, which
increases HART's financial and legal risks regarding ROW acquisitions and
relocations. These risks have not yet been fully captured in existing risk assessment
models. Many of these risks relate to the wide range of possible jury verdicts with
regard to property valuations in eminent domain trials. However, given the
sometimes unpredictable and uncontrollable results of jury verdicts in eminent
domain trials, HART believes it most prudent to disclose the potential for risk in
excess of budgeted amounts in the updated financial plan.
HART has determined that a full re‐assessment of its total allocated and unallocated
risks for the entire Project, inclusive of ROW risks, needs to be performed at this
time and has kicked off a series of workshops to this end. By fully assessing both
risks and opportunities, by and recognizing that a substantial portion of the work has
already been completed, HART is confident that its current contingency budget will
be adequate to cover remaining risks on the Project.
In summary, HART has a robust risk management program and is committed to enacting
cost containment measures as a primary tool to maintain the Project's capital cost and
schedule within the established budget.
If needed, HART also has a number of strategies to mitigate these downside risks, including:

 Additional debt capacity available to the City through the issuance of GO bond debt.
 Utilize the existing TECP bond program for short‐term financing needs.
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 Reducing HART's expenses and Project costs (for example, through private‐public
partnerships).

 Extending local revenue sources such as City subsidies, which will require City
Administration and City Council approval.
Additional State funding sources, such as additional GET surcharge and TAT revenues, are
another possible additional source of funds, but they will require further State legislative
enactments.
6.6.1.2 Interest Rates and Municipal Market
There are inherent risks associated with interest rates and access to Municipal Market with
capital projects requiring financing. Interest rate volatility as a result of monetary policies,
geopolitical events, economic activities, etc., can impact Project cost. In a rising rate
environment, additional revenues are used to pay financing costs. As a result, borrowings
will increase to replace the revenue reserved to pay for capital expenditures.
To mitigate interest rate risk, the financial plan uses an average 4% rate for fixed‐rate debt
and 3% for variable‐rate debt. The average rates used are approximately 1% to 2% higher
than the current market rate.

6.6.2

Revenue and Funding Risks

6.6.2.1 GET Surcharge and TAT Revenues
The baseline financial plan utilizes the most current forecast by the State Revenue Council.
However, actual collections may come in lower than the forecasts depending on
(1) a number of underlying economic factors outside of the Project's control, and
(2) the Department of Taxation's GET tax surcharge processing fluctuations. Temporary
revenue instability can be covered by TECP. Prolonged downturns in actual revenue
collections may require long‐term solutions as described above.
6.6.2.2 Federal Grant Revenues
The updated baseline financial plan assumes authorization by the FTA to drawdown on the
remaining $743 million commencing in July 2018. Should the authorization occur later than
July 2018, additional debt may need to be issued to balance Project costs. Future debt
requirements would be reduced once the authorization is granted and drawdowns resume.
As an example, an authorization and disbursement of $100 million by December 2017
would result in up to $16 million in interest savings.
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7

Operating Plan
This Operating Plan section discusses the integration strategies for bus and rail operations
and service during the interim revenue service opening scheduled for December 2020 and
the full revenue service opening scheduled for 2025. It is organized in the following manner:

 Introduction
 Bus Operations and Planning for Rail Service
 Operating Plan as submitted to FTA on December 1, 2016

7.1 Introduction
DTS, in collaboration with HART, is actively working on an integrated transportation plan in
preparation for interim revenue service scheduled for December 2020 and full revenue
service scheduled for December 2025.
As of July 1, 2017, Charter Amendment 4 revised the City Charter to transfer operations and
maintenance responsibility for rail from HART to DTS to leverage operations efficiencies
within the multimodal rail, bus, and paratransit system under the leadership of a single
entity. Furthermore, Charter Amendment 4 established a Fare Commission to annually
review bus, paratransit, and rail fares. The Fare Commission is set to hold its first meeting in
October 2017. In anticipation of this effective date, operations and leadership teams from
DTS and HART have convened regular meetings to establish a road map and paths to
integration, transfer, and establishment of an efficient operations and maintenance
structure for the evolving rail project. The coordination will result in a detailed
organizational chart which will clearly delineate roles, responsibilities, and fiscal impacts for
future funding of positions, some which may transfer from HART to DTS at appropriate
times pending rail segment completion and opening.
This document contemplates the complete transfer of operations and maintenance
responsibilities from HART to DTS to coincide with planned full revenue service rail opening
scheduled for 2025. Therefore, interim operations milestones pertaining to bus and
paratransit including initial interim opening between the East Kapolei and Aloha Stadium
Stations, the potential extension of the interim segment to Middle Street Station, and full
revenue service of the complete 20.1‐mile, 21‐station alignment will be detailed in the
narrative below.
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7.2 Bus Operations and Planning for Rail Service
This section details the planning and implementation strategies to fully integrate bus
(TheBus) and paratransit (TheHandi‐Van) with rail as constructed segments are opened and
become operational.
Any proposed changes to existing service will involve a public review process.

7.2.1

Interim Opening 1 – East Kapolei Station to Aloha Stadium Station

The planned interim opening to revenue service in December 2020 between East Kapolei
and Aloha Stadium Stations (a total of nine stations) represents approximately half of the
20.1‐mile full rail alignment. It is a short‐term opportunity to improve mobility within West
and Central Oahu; however, since it does not yet enter the urban Honolulu boundary,
planned service changes for the bus will be limited to reconfigurations of existing local
services and neighborhood circulators to incorporate the nine rail stations. Regional express
routes and trunk routes providing service between West and Central Oahu will mostly
remain intact until approaching full revenue service when rail enters urban Honolulu.
Successful operation of this segment will enhance the public image and the value of rail
transit to the island economy and may gain support for the east (University of Hawaii at
Moana) and west (West Kapolei) extensions of the rail alignment as envisioned in the EIS.
7.2.1.1 East Kapolei Station
Current hub‐and‐spoke bus networks in Ewa and Kapolei will be realigned to provide service
to this station as well as the neighboring UH West Oahu Station. A 900‐parking‐space park‐
and‐ride facility is planned as part of the station site.
Existing trunk, regional rapid service, and peak‐hour expresses will continue to operate.
Community circulator routes will connect this station to the neighborhoods of Makakilo,
Villages of Kapolei, Kapolei Hawaiian Homesteads, Kalaeloa, Ewa Villages, Ewa Gentry,
Ocean Pointe, Hoakalei, and Ewa Beach.
Moderate service increases are planned for realignment of the current route network and
increases in spans of service. DTS, in coordination with HART, is currently planning and
designing rail station access pedestrian crossing infrastructure to connect this station to
public properties across the major highway‐speed state roadway.
7.2.1.2 UH West Oahu Station
Current hub‐and‐spoke bus networks in Kapolei will be realigned to provide service to this
station as well as the neighboring East Kapolei Station. A 1,000‐parking‐space park‐and‐ride
lot is planned as part of the station site.
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Existing trunk, regional rapid service, and peak‐hour expresses will continue to operate.
Community circulator routes will connect this station to the neighborhoods of Makakilo,
Villages of Kapolei, Kapolei Hawaiian Homesteads, Kalaeloa, and Hoopili.
Moderate service increases are planned for realignment of the current route network and
increases in spans of service.
7.2.1.3 Hoopili Station
Hoopili Station will be constructed before its surrounding TOD principled neighborhood,
which is expected to develop concurrently around the station through 2030. A planned
temporary park‐and‐ride will offer commuters the option to use rail as an alternative to
using the parallel H‐1 Freeway.
No additional service is planned for the interim opening, although existing trunk routes will
be able to accommodate the new neighborhood until more density is imminent.
7.2.1.4 West Loch Station
Current hub‐and‐spoke bus networks in Waipahu already support this station location.
Existing trunk, regional rapid service, and peak‐hour expresses will continue to operate.
Existing community circulator routes will connect this station to the neighborhoods of Royal
Kunia, Village Park, and West Loch Estates.
Moderate service increases are planned for increased frequency on existing routes and
increases in spans of service.
7.2.1.5 Waipahu Transit Center Station
Current hub‐and‐spoke bus networks in Waipahu already support this station location via
an existing major transit center and transfer point. Existing trunk, regional rapid service, and
peak‐hour expresses will continue to operate. Existing community circulator routes will
connect this station to the neighborhoods of Royal Kunia, Village Park, Robinson Heights,
Waipahu, Waikele, Seaview, Crestview, and Waipio. New service will extend to the new Koa
Ridge neighborhood.
Moderate service increases are planned for extended service, increased frequency on
existing routes, and increases in spans of service.
7.2.1.6 Leeward Community College Station
A single existing community circulator will connect this station to the Pearl City and Pearl
City Peninsula neighborhoods.
No increases in service or service span are planned for this phase.
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7.2.1.7 Pearl Highlands Station
Existing trunk and regional rapid services will continue to operate and serve this station.
A 1,600‐parking‐space garage with dedicated regional freeway interfaces and a major bus
transit center is planned as part of the station site but will not be available for interim
opening.
No increases in bus service are planned for this station for this phase. DTS, in coordination
with HART, is currently planning and designing rail station access pedestrian crossing
infrastructure to connect this station to public and private properties across the adjacent
major State‐owned Kamehameha Highway.
7.2.1.8 Pearlridge Station
Existing trunk and regional rapid services will continue to operate and serve this station.
Planning is underway for the construction of an adjacent bus transit center. Current peak‐
hour community circulator routes will be realigned and service spans extended to support
this station.
Moderate service increases are planned for extended service, increased frequency on
existing routes, and noted increases in spans of service.
7.2.1.9 Aloha Stadium Station
Existing trunk and regional rapid services will continue to operate and serve this station.
A 600‐parking‐space park‐and‐ride lot and a major bus transit center will be constructed as
part of this site. Current peak‐hour community circulator routes will be realigned and
service spans extended to support this station.
Since this station currently serves as the interim east‐end terminus of the rail alignment as
construction commences eastward to the final planned terminus at Ala Moana Center
Station, major service increases are planned for extended service, increased frequency on
existing routes, and noted increases in spans of service. These services will include new
frequent peak‐hour expresses and all‐day regional rapid services between Aloha Stadium
Station and major commuter destinations including Downtown Honolulu, UH Manoa,
Waikiki, and East Honolulu. These new services will operate until further rail extensions are
opened for operations, at which time they will cease and be restructured and reallocated.

7.2.2

Interim Opening 2 – Eastward Extension from Aloha Stadium Station
to Middle Street Station

A potential second interim opening near 2023 could extend the initial interim segment
approximately 5 miles and three stations beyond the Aloha Stadium Station to the Middle
Street Station via the Honolulu International Airport. This is the rail operational alignment’s
first entry into the urban core of Honolulu and provides the additional benefit of interfacing
directly with the Honolulu International Airport. At this point, however, the operating
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alignment still does not reach the highest density of riders in urban Honolulu near the
Downtown Station and the planned terminus at Ala Moana Center Station. Connecting bus
networks will be adjusted accordingly during this phase but will not reach final major
changes until the full operational line is completed.
7.2.2.1 Pearl Harbor Station
Existing trunk and regional rapid services will continue to operate and serve this station.
This station lacks space for an adjacent transit center to facilitate bus transfers to the
nearby Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and the Joint Base Pearl Harbor‐Hickam. Transfers to
bus will occur at the neighboring Aloha Stadium Station.
No increases in service are planned for this station except for related frequency and span of
service costs incurred at neighboring stations that are serviced by the same trunk and
regional rapid services.
7.2.2.2 Airport Station
Existing trunk services will continue to operate and serve this station. A small‐scale transit
center is integrated into the design of this station site. Some trunk routes servicing the
airport will be restructured into community circulator routes with extended service spans to
connect this station to the Makalapa, Aliamanu, Salt Lake, and Moanalua neighborhoods.
Moderate service increases are planned for restructured and extended service, increased
frequency on existing routes, and increases in spans of service.
7.2.2.3 Lagoon Drive Station
No current existing services operate in the area of Lagoon Drive Station; however, new
services are planned to connect community circulators to the station with a collaborative
planning effort between DTS, HART, and the State Department of Transportation to plan,
design, and construct a bus turnaround loop for new routes serving the Lagoon Drive
Station. These circulators will connect the Lagoon Drive station to the Airport Industrial
Area as well as the Salt Lake, Moanalua, Mapunapuna, and Kalihi neighborhoods.
During the proposed interim extension to Middle Street, former new frequent peak‐hour
expresses and all‐day regional rapid services operating between Aloha Stadium Station and
major commuter destinations including Downtown Honolulu, UH Manoa, Waikiki, and East
Honolulu will be discontinued at Aloha Stadium Station and implemented at Lagoon Drive
station for convenient access to the H‐1 Freeway. Major increases are planned for new
services, increased frequency on existing routes, and increases in spans of service. Although
this is the penultimate stop in the interim extension, it is the most practical location to
transfer to and efficiently route connecting rail‐access services. These services will operate
until the final opening of full rail operations to Ala Moana Center Station, at which time they
will cease and be restructured and reallocated.
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7.2.2.4 Middle Street Station
Middle Street Station will connect directly to the Kalihi Transit Center, the largest bus
transit center in urban Honolulu. Major trunk and regional rapid services will continue to
operate and serve this station, with high‐frequency routings and a large number of
originating and ending trips. Community circulators will be implemented to connect with
Kalihi Uka, Kalihi Waena, and Kalihi Kai neighborhoods. Restructured service to and from
Windward Oahu will interface with rail at the Middle Street Station.
Major service increases are required for bus routes at this station as well as to increase
capacity and frequency on existing urban Honolulu corridor trunk routes to anticipate and
afford capacity with the overlay of the high‐capacity rail operations connecting to the
existing bus network.

7.2.3

Full Opening – East Kapolei Station to Ala Moana Center Station

The full opening of rail to service the entire planned 20.1‐mile, 21‐station corridor
represents the largest‐scale implementation and revision of connecting bus and paratransit
operations. Peak‐hour express routes to the entire island of Oahu excepting Windward and
East regions can be scaled back and converted to high‐frequency peak‐hour services which
interface to the rail alignment. This potential savings in bus operating expenses can be
applied to creating better connections at all stations, emphasizing mauka‐to‐makai (inland
to ocean) bus route alignments that connect at rail stations. All neighborhood community
circulator connections in previously‐detailed station‐based plans will be revised and
adjusted according to new projected demand for services. The following summarizes
station‐based changes for the new stations coming online.
7.2.3.1 Kalihi Station
New trunk, regional rapid, and community circulator services connecting to Kalihi Uka and
Kalihi Kai will be implemented to serve this station. Moderate service increases are planned
for all new routes and increases in spans of service.
7.2.3.2 Kapalama Station
New trunk, regional rapid, and community circulator services connecting to Kamehameha
Heights, Alewa Heights, and Kalihi Kai will be implemented to serve this station. Moderate
service increases are planned for all new routes and increases in spans of service.
7.2.3.3 Iwilei Station
New trunk, regional rapid, and community circulator services connecting to Liliha and
Nuuanu will be implemented to serve this station. Moderate service increases are planned
for all new routes and increases in spans of service.
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7.2.3.4 Chinatown Station
Existing and new trunk and regional rapid services will be continued and implemented to
serve this station. Moderate service increases are planned for all new routes and increases
in spans of service. DTS and HART are collaboratively planning major pedestrian access
infrastructure to improve rail and transit access to the station.
7.2.3.5 Downtown Station
Existing and new trunk and regional rapid services will be continued and implemented to
serve this station. Moderate service increases are planned for all new routes and increases
in spans of service. This station does not have adequate space for an adjacent bus transit
center. Major transit connections will be made at the neighboring Civic Center Station.
7.2.3.6 Civic Center Station
Services from Windward Oahu will terminate at the Civic Center Station in Kakaako. New
trunk services will be implemented to serve this station. Community circulator services
connecting this station to Pacific Heights, Pauoa, Papakolea, and Makiki will also be
implemented. Additionally, rapid bus services to connect this station to Ala Moana, Waikiki,
UH Manoa, and East Honolulu will be installed.
Major service increases are planned for all new routes and increases in spans of service. DTS
is planning a transit mall and on‐street transit center for this station, as well as related
dedicated pedestrian and cycle track infrastructure.
7.2.3.7 Kakaako Station
Community circulator services connecting this station to Makiki will be implemented.
Moderate service increases are planned for all new routes and increases in spans of service.
7.2.3.8 Ala Moana Center Station
Major existing trunk routes will see service frequency and span increases. Additionally,
rapid bus services to connect this station to Waikiki, UH Manoa, and East Honolulu will be
implemented with community circulators connecting this station to Makiki, Manoa, and
Moiliili. Major service increases are planned for all new routes, and increases in existing
frequencies and spans of service. DTS is planning two bus transit centers adjacent to the
station to facilitate anticipated high rates of transfers and pedestrian walk‐up passengers.
A major bus rapid transit project is planned to connect the terminus of the rail alignment to
the high population‐ and job‐density destination of Waikiki.
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7.3 Operating Plan as Submitted to FTA on December 1, 2016
As stated in the prior sections, the detailed planning for the integrated transportation
system has begun and will continue to be refined over the next several months. Ultimately,
any proposed changes to existing service will involve a public review process. The Operating
Plan will be continuously updated to reflect these detailed operating plans.
The following section is the update to the original Operating Plan (June 2012) that was
transmitted to the FTA on December 1, 2016. The updates include the impacts of the
change in interim and full revenue service dates; actual cost escalation rates to date;
updated ridership projections; and other operating changes (such as fare gates instead of
fare enforcement).
As with the original Financial Plan (June 2012), the updated Financial Plan reflects the
current transit policies applied to the future integrated transit system. The current City
policy of setting fare revenue recovery rate is 27% to 33% of operating costs. The current
fare rate categories remain constant in the updated Financial Plan. By holding these factors
constant, this updated Operating Plan projection will serve as a base comparison for
changes to fare policies, fare differentials, and service levels.

7.3.1

Introduction

This report updates the Operating Plan portion of the original City's Final Financial Plan for
FFGA, June 2012. This updated Financial Plan is based on the 20.1‐mile route with full
revenue service starting December 2025. Interim service may begin in December 2020 to
Aloha Stadium.
The Project will be fully integrated with TheBus operations, which will be reconfigured to
add feeder bus service to provide increased frequency and more transfer opportunities
between bus and rail. The new rail and modified bus service will provide additional travel
options, increase service frequencies, expand the hours of operation, minimize wait times,
reduce total travel times, improve service reliability, and enhance comfort and convenience
for passengers.

7.3.2

Update Summary

7.3.2.1 Original Financial Plan
The following table summarizes the financial elements in the original Financial Plan that was
released in June 2012. The table compares FY2011 actual with the first full year of
operations in FY2020 in inflated YOE dollars.
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Table 7‐1:

Original Financial Plan Figures, June 2012
Bus Cost
Handi‐Van Cost
Rail Cost
Combined Total

YOE million $'s

Bus Service Hours
Fare Revenue
Average Fare
Subsidy

millions

YOE million $'s
YOE million $'s
YOE million $'s

YOE million $'s
YOE $'s
YOE million $'s

FY 2011
Actual

Original
FY 2020

Change

%
Change

$173
$34
$0
$207

$263
$59
$113
$435

$90
$25
$113
$228

52%
73%
‐
110%

1.38
$54
$0.93
$133

1.58
$110
$1.30
$307

0.20
$56
$0.37
$174

14%
104%
40%
131%

7.3.2.2 Updated Operating Costs
Projecting rail operating costs is a two‐step process. The first step is to update the operating
plan in today's current dollars incorporating all known changes (for example, four‐car trains,
fare gates, and power consumption estimates). After capturing current real changes, the
second step is to convert current year cost figures into YOE dollars by selecting an
inflationary factor.
Updated rail costs in current‐year dollars are as projected in the original Financial Plan
(June 2012). However, projection estimates in certain cost categories vary considerably
from the original projections.
These current year cost estimates are then converted to YOE dollars. The original Financial
Plan applied various escalation factors to each cost category (for example, core systems,
power costs, and station maintenance). This update provides a range of cost escalation
scenarios and details their impacts.
Bus costs have been as anticipated in the original Financial Plan. The historical annual
increase in bus costs per revenue service hour in the original Operating Plan was 3.9%. The
actual cost per revenue hour over the last 10 years is 3.1% reflecting the recent lower fuel
prices. The updated Financial Plan estimates bus costs per revenue service hours to increase
at approximately the same level as the original Financial Plan's historical cost. Handi‐Van
has experienced the cost increases as projected in the original Operating Plan.
7.3.2.3 Updated Ridership
Ridership is projected using a travel demand model with inputs from customer survey data.
A more robust regional planning model is currently being utilized to forecast ridership in
conjunction with a fare modeling study. Approximately 258,000 daily linked trips were
estimated in the first full year of a bus and rail combined system in 2020. The forecast grew
to 280,000 linked trips per day in 2030 for the bus and rail combined system. The updated
forecast estimates approximately 279,000 linked trips in the first full year and 313,000 in
the tenth year.

P
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The following table compares the updated cost estimates to the original financing cost
estimate for FY2016. In other words, if the rail systems were opened today, what would the
cost be using the contractual cost of the Ansaldo contract, current electrical rates, power
consumption estimates, etc. The table reveals that total rail costs in current dollars are
approximately as projected in the original Financial Plan. However, deviations exist within
the various cost categories. These deviations are explained in the following sections.

Table 7‐2:

Update of Rail O&M Costs, 2016 Dollars (Millions)

Core Systems Labor

FFGA First Full Year of Operations, June 2012:

Updated FY 2017:

In
FFGA
Inflated
Constant Inflation to Cost in
$'s mil.
Factor
FY 2017
$ 25.5
1.2% $ 27.1

Updated
Change
Amount in from FFGA
Current $'s FY 2017
$
36.1 $
9.1

Inflated Inflated
to Cost in to Cost in
FY 2020 FY 2026
$ 27.9 $ 29.9

Core Systems Materials

$

20.2

3.6% $

24.1 $

27.3 $

34.0

$

20.5 $

(3.6)

Core Systems Admin

$

13.1

1.2% $

13.9 $

14.5 $

15.6

$

13.9 $

‐

$

58.8

$

65.1

69.8

$

79.5

$

70.6

$

10.4

2.5% $

11.8 $

12.7 $

14.7

$

Power Costs

$

18.3

0.8% $

19.1 $

19.5 $

21.8

Guideway Maintenance

$

1.9

2.5% $

2.2 $

2.4 $

2.7

Security Patrols

$

0.7

2.5% $

0.8 $

0.8 $

1.0

$

Subtotal Core Systems
HART Admin

$

$

5.5

7.0 $

(4.8)

$

16.5 $

(2.5)

$

2.65 $

0.4

2.00 $

1.2

Fare Enforcement

$

1.8

2.5% $

2.0 $

2.2 $

2.6

$

$

(2.0)

Fare Collection

$

2.4

2.5% $

2.8 $

3.0 $

3.4

$

3.33 $

0.6

Station Maint.

$

2.1

2.5% $

2.3 $

2.5 $

2.9

$

2.83 $

0.5

Water

$

0.01

2.5% $

0.01 $

0.01 $

0.02

$

0.03 $

0.0

Subtotal HART

$

37.7

$

41.0

43.1

49.2

$

34.3

$

(6.6)

Total Projected O&M

$

96.5

$ 106.0

$ 128.7

$

104.9

$

(1.1)

$

$ 112.8

$

‐

7.3.3.1.1 Core Systems Contract
The Core Systems Contract was signed with Ansaldo to operate and maintain the rail system.
The O&M costs for the Project were developed using prices from the Core Systems Contract
awarded in 2011. The Core Systems Contract has formulas to convert the bid award's 2011
dollars to YOE dollars. The formulas are based on indices published by the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) for labor costs and material costs. The contract's labor index
is based on the Honolulu Average Hourly Earnings of Production Employees in the Trade,
Transportation, and Utilities Sector. The materials index is a composite of two national
Producer Price indexes for Line‐Haul and Rapid Transit Cars.
For the original Financial Plan, 11 years of historical data from the BLS were used to escalate
the O&M costs that are included in the Core Systems Contract. The greatest deviation from
the original Financial Plan is the Core Systems labor escalation factor. The Core Systems
Contract was signed in November 2011. The following figure shows the labor index spiked in
early calendar year 2012, reflecting the pent up pressure after the "Great Recession."
Average hourly wages grew $4.88 per hour (27%) from the previous year in May 2013.
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Similar spikes in the average hourly rate increase were experienced in other major sectors
of the Honolulu economy such as the restaurant, hotel, and construction sectors.
Contractually the labor CAGR peaked at an annualized rate of 17% in early 2013. The CAGR
for this labor index from the execution of the contract in November 2011 through August
2016 has since dropped to approximately 7%. This labor index has averaged only 1.3%
growth per year over the last two years. Despite the falling growth rate, if the rail systems
started now, the escalation would add approximately $9 million to operating costs.

Figure 7‐2: Honolulu Labor Index, August 2016
Labor Index Compounded Annual Growth Rate
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Unlike the labor index, the materials composite index is much lower than the original
Operating Plan projections. The materials index was expected to grow at 3.6% annually. The
following figure highlights the actual change in the materials composite index is well below
the original projection through August 2016. This actual index change represents a
$3.6 million savings from the original plan.

Figure 7‐3: Core Systems Materials Index Update
Materials Cumulative Escalation
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7.3.3.1.2 City Cost Responsibilities
The remainder of the rail O&M services will be the responsibility of DTS, based on the
passage of Charter Amendment 4 in the recent 2016 elections. These costs include the
following: power costs, guideway structure inspections and maintenance, security patrols,
fare revenue collection and equipment servicing, fare inspection and enforcement, station
maintenance (including escalators and elevators), and costs associated with the staffing of
administrative and management personnel, including overhead, for the organization.
7.3.3.1.3 HART and City Admin
The original Financial Plan assumed that the HART organization would include 86 full‐time
equivalent positions in the first full year of operations. The cost estimates in the original
plan assumed a stand‐alone organization with a full complement of staffing, including
support position such as human resources, accounting, and information technology. There
was no consolidation of services with the City or the bus operator. With the recent Charter
organizational changes, the plan will be updated based on new organizational structures
and resource needs developed over the next year.
7.3.3.1.4 Power Costs
The largest operating cost besides the Core Systems Contract is electrical power. The
original Operating Plan based its power consumption and demand projection from
estimates in the Core Systems Contractor's proposal. The power price projection was based
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on then‐current industrial rates and escalated rates gradually over the projection period.
These original estimates have been reviewed and updated relative to current track
alignment and four car train operations.
The following table incorporates the current power consumption and demand figures with
the current industrial electrical rates to calculate the current dollar impact for power costs.
The table reflects the impact of the updated power consumption total that increases power
costs by $1.8 million. This power consumption increase is offset by a decrease in electrical
rates of $3.1 million, resulting in a total decrease in power costs to $16.5 million in current
dollars. The $1.8 million savings grows to $2.5 million when the original plan is escalated to
current‐year dollars.

Table 7‐3:

Power Consumption and Rate Variances
Original
Plan

Update
2016

Change

% Change

Power Rate Comparison:
$0.22

$0.157 $

(0.06)

‐29%

Traction Demand per kw

Usage per kwh

$18.86

$24.34 $

5.48

29%

Station Demand per kw

$11.11

$24.34 $

13.23

119%

Volume Comparison:
Energy Consumption kwh
Demand kw

69,470,784

77,137,606

7,666,822

11%

10,920

11,355

435

4%

$18,303,028

$16,545,748

($1,757,281)

‐10%

Cost Update:
Annual Power Cost
Cost Variance:
Change in Rates
Change In Volume
Mix Variance
Total Variance

($3,112,227)
$1,777,130
($422,184)
($1,757,281)

7.3.3.1.5 Fare Collection and Enforcement
Ticket vending machines were originally envisioned for the rail system with fare
enforcement officers verifying payment. A new automated integrated fare collection system
that can be used throughout the entire transportation system is currently being
implemented. In addition, the Project now includes fare gates thereby eliminating on‐board
fare enforcement. The integrated fare collection system and other associated costs
increases rail's share of collection costs to $3.3 million in current dollars, a net increase of
$0.6 million.
7.3.3.1.6 Guideway and Station Maintenance
The Core Systems Contractor is responsible for all maintenance associated with operating
the rail system, including all track and equipment on the guideway. DTS will be responsible
to inspect and maintain the guideway structure, station structures, and station elevators
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and escalators. The estimate includes resources to cover mandated guideway inspection,
graffiti removal, and elevator/escalator repair, and includes reserves to accumulate for
major station and guideway repair. The updated figures increase both guideway and station
maintenance by approximately $0.5 million each for a combined total of approximately
$4 million per year.
7.3.3.1.7 Security
The rail system will have over 1,650 security cameras, emergency and information call
points, sophisticated security software, as well as security staffing. The original security plan
included an eight‐position staff as well as fare enforcement officers. The increase of
$1.2 million in the cost of security reflects the need to increase staffing to offset the
reductions in prior plan's fare enforcement officers.
7.3.3.1.8 Cost Adjustments Related to Inflationary Growth Rates
Once the operating costs are determined in current dollars, these cost estimates must be
converted to future YOE dollars. The following table provides escalated costs under a
variety of inflation assumptions. The chart demonstrates that the future first year operating
costs could vary from approximately $127 million to $144 million depending on escalation
assumptions.

Table 7‐4:

Rail Costs under Various Inflation Assumptions
Inflation Factor Scenarios:

Core Systems Labor
Core Sys. Materials
Core Systems Admin
Subtotal

Continue
FFGA
Escalation
Factor to
FY 2026
$
40.5
$
30.0
$
14.9
$
85.3

Change
From
FFGA FY
2026
$ 10.5
$ (4.0)
$ (0.7)
$
5.8

Change
Honolulu
From
CPI to FY FFGA FY
2026
2026
$
46.7 $ 16.7
$
27.2 $ (6.8)
$
18.8 $
3.2
$
92.6 $ 13.1

Custom
Inflation
$ 51.5
$ 27.4
$ 19.1
$ 98.0

Change
From
FFGA FY
2026
$ 21.5
$ (6.6)
$
3.5
$ 18.5

HART Admin
Power Costs
Guideway Maint.
Security Patrols
Fare Enforcement
Fare Collection
Station Maint.
Water
Subtotal HART

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.7
19.1
3.3
2.6
‐
4.3
3.5
0.0
41.5

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(6.0)
(2.7)
0.6
1.6
(2.6)
0.8
0.6
0.0
(7.6)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.8
21.5
3.3
2.5
‐
4.2
3.6
0.0
43.9

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(5.9)
(0.4)
0.6
1.6
(2.6)
0.8
0.6
0.0
(5.2)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.8
23.6
3.3
2.5
‐
4.2
3.6
0.0
46.1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(5.9)
1.8
0.6
1.6
(2.6)
0.8
0.6
0.0
(3.0)

Total Projected O&M $

126.9

$

(1.8)

$

136.6

$

7.9

$ 144.1

$

15.5

Cost Category
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7.3.3.1.9 Continuing Original Plan Methodology
This projection scenario applies the original operating plan inflation factors to current dollar
cost estimates. Under this scenario, the labor index for Core Systems would continue to fall
back to historical trend lines, and power costs inflation would remain low. Core Systems
material inflation would reverse its current low to‐date escalation and grow at its original
Financial Plan annual rate of 3.6%.
In this scenario, total rail O&M cost would total approximately $127 million in the first full
year of operations. This scenario would result in a cost savings of $1.8 million per year over
the original Financial Plan cost projection inflated to the December 2025 starting date.

Figure 7‐4: Comparison of Cost Escalation Scenarios, FY2026–FY2036,
YOE Dollars (Millions)
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7.3.3.1.10 Moderate Range Scenario
Although the Honolulu Labor Index growth rate has decreased from its post‐recession spike
and electric rates to date have actually decreased from 2012, this scenario increases
current‐dollar projections by the Honolulu CPI‐U, providing another cost perspective. This
scenario uses the State Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism's
(DBEDT) most recent Honolulu CPI‐U forecast (November 15, 2016) through 2019, and then
steps up CPI‐U from 2.6% to 2.8% annually.
In this scenario, total rail O&M cost would total $136.6 million in the first full year of
operations. This scenario would result in a cost increase of $7.9 million (6%) per year over
the original Financial Plan cost projection inflated to the December 2025 starting date.
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7.3.3.1.11 High Cost Range Scenario
The Core Systems labor and power costs represent approximately 50% of the current
update for rail costs. To date, these costs have exhibited the most volatility. A more
conservative forecasting approach would be to assume higher escalation factors than under
the original Financial Plan methodology. Increasing these two cost categories approximately
1.4 times CPI‐U results in total rail cost increasing to $144 million (11%) in the first full year
of operations.

Figure 7‐5: Core Systems Labor Index and Industrial Power Correlation
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7.3.3.2 TheBus O&M Costs
In the original Financial Plan, TheBus O&M costs were developed using existing bus
operations as the baseline as well as anticipated service levels through FY2030. TheBus
O&M costing methodology uses a resource build‐up approach that fully allocates O&M
costs based on level‐of‐service variables. Each unit cost is broken down by object class
which allows for applying different inflation rates to each object class. The overall
composite cost based on revenue service hours was a 3.2% annual cost increase.
The following figure compares the inflationary growth factors cited in the original Financial
Plan from 2006–2011 (3.9%), the updated 10 year average (3.1%), and the average used in
the updated projection (3.9%). The updated projection uses a more conservative estimate
given that the most recent years have realized savings from a sharp decrease in fuel costs.
The total cost per revenue service hour for bus operations is currently approximately $130.
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Figure 7‐6: Growth Rates of Bus Costs per Revenue Service Hour
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7.3.3.3 TheHandi‐Van O&M Costs
TheHandi‐Van is a paratransit service operating in tandem with TheBus and has been in
operation since 1999. In FY2011, TheHandi‐Van serviced more than 940,000 trips with an
associated total O&M cost of approximately $34 million. The projected O&M costs for
TheHandi‐Van are based on the FY2011 cost per rider, equal to $36.32, applied to the
projected ridership, and adjusted for inflation.
The original Operating Plan assumed that TheHandi‐Van ridership would increase at an
average annual rate of 1.8% from FY2011 to FY2030. The overall Handi‐Van total cost was
projected to increase between 5% to 6% per year given the increase in ridership and
inflation. Fiscal Year 2015 actual results and the original Financial Plan estimate were
$44.8 million and $44.1 million respectively. The updated Financial Plan continues the
assumptions in the original Financial Plan for the Handi‐Van.

Figure 7‐7: Handi‐Van Annual Trips and Operating Costs
Handi‐Van Original Projection vs. Actual
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7.3.3.4 Other O&M Costs
The Financial Plan also includes operating costs associated with other transit service
programs. The projection increases over time from approximately $1 million in FY2017, up
to $8 million per year in FY2036.

7.3.4

Operating Revenues

7.3.4.1 Passenger Fares
7.3.4.1.1 Fare Policy
A City resolution stipulates that the farebox recovery ratio (FRR) for TheBus be maintained
between 27% and 33%, which demonstrates a commitment of the City to keep operating
costs and revenues growing at a comparable rate on average. The Charter Amendment 4
recently approved during the November 2016 General Election created a Fare Commission
tasked with the responsibility of establishing fares for TheBus, Handi‐Van, and the rail,
including transfer policies. However, because this Fare Commission has yet to be
established and the timing for any future decisions have yet to be determined, this Financial
Plan assumes that the current fare structure for TheBus will be maintained for both TheBus
and the Project, with free transfers assumed between both modes.
The below table details the history of City fare increases. The City last raised fares in July
2010.

Table 7‐5:

TheBus Fare Structure and History

Effective Date

March 1, 1971
March 2, 1971
June 9, 1972
March 15, 1974
November 1, 1979
June 18, 1984
October 1, 1993
July 1, 1995
July 1, 2001
July 1, 2003
October 1, 2003
July 1, 2009
July 1, 2010
N/A = Not Applicable

One-way Cash Fare
Adult
Youth

0.25
0.25
0.25, 0.50
0.25
0.50
0.60
0.85
1.00
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50

0.15
0.10
0.10, 0.25
0.10
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.25

Monthly Pass
Adult
Youth

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
15.00
15.00
20.00
25.00
27.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
60.00

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
7.50
7.50
7.50
12.50
13.50
13.50
20.00
25.00
30.00
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7.3.4.1.2 Ridership Forecasting
Ridership relies on outputs from travel demand models. The original Operating Plan was
based on a travel demand model used in the development of the Environmental Impact
Study. The update of the Operating Plan uses the regional Travel Demand Forecasting
Model (TDFM) of the Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization (OahuMPO). This regional
TDFM uses land use and population data to estimate transit system usage at different
horizon years.
The TDFM estimates future island‐wide vehicular traffic flows and transit ridership based on
land use, employment, population characteristics, and an underlying transportation
network. The OahuMPO uses the TDFM during long‐range planning efforts to assess and
compare the performance of different transportation projects relative to a baseline
scenario.
The TDFM is a tour‐based micro‐simulation model system that uses the TransCAD 6.0
software package. The model uses a synthetic population and land use forecasts to simulate
and track the travel patterns of each individual or household in future years. The tour‐based
model simulates individual daily travel patterns as a series of linked trips or tours which
begin or end at home or work. Trips are simulated as one of seven different tour purposes,
such as work, school, or non‐mandatory trips. The tour‐based framework allows consistency
across trip mode choice decisions. Someone who takes a bus to work, for example, would
not be able to use a car for a trip during lunch because he or she would not have a car
available to make the trip. The simulation results are then aggregated and assigned to a
transportation network (highway or transit service). Simulation results are also
supplemented by forecasts of tourists, airport passengers, and commercial vehicle traffic.
Major inputs into the OahuMPO TDFM include long‐range socioeconomic forecasts
prepared by the City Department of Planning and Permitting in 2015 for the Oahu Regional
Transportation Plan. Long‐range population, housing, and employment forecasts for 2040
were linearly interpolated to develop intermediate forecasts for 2020 and 2030. A monte
carlo simulation was used to fit a synthetic population to these targets. Overall, the land use
inputs included approximately 3.4% fewer residents in 2030 than previous projections, or a
total of 1.1 million people.
Other model inputs include data from the 2010 United States Census, as well as travel
behavior surveys of 4,000 households and 950 visitors conducted in 2012. An onboard
survey of 26,300 bus riders in 2012–2013 was also incorporated into the model. These
surveys were used to calibrate the travel mode choice components of the model—that is,
how the model predicts that the synthetic travelers will chose to ride transit or drive an
automobile.
Another major input into the TDFM is the underlying roadway and transit projects that are
assumed to be in place at the time of the forecast year. This fare modeling study includes
the committed short‐range highway and transit projects included in the 2040 Oahu Regional
Transportation Plans that was adopted in April 2016. Proposed mid‐ and long‐range
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highway projects through 2029 and 2040, respectively, are not included in the fare model
study due to their implementation horizons.
The TDFM also includes an underlying bus route network in order to simulate how travelers
will use the transit system. Although DTS is developing the bus service plans that will be
implemented when the rail system opens, this fare study uses two scenarios for analytical
purposes.
The full‐opening forecast assumes the comprehensive long‐term restructuring of the bus
network that was described in the Project's FEIS. This conceptual long‐term bus network
includes the addition of new high‐frequency community circulators, truncation of regional
and peak‐period express routes, and a modest expansion in the bus fleet. Overall, the 2030
bus network included a roughly 20% increase in bus service hours over 2011 levels and an
increase in the peak bus fleet of 474 vehicles (approximately a 10% increase).
In FY2011, TheBus reported boardings corresponded to approximately 55.5 million linked
trips (taking transfers into account). The original Operating Plan estimated ridership from
the original travel demand model. Approximately 258,000 daily linked trips were estimated
in the first full year of a bus and rail combined system in 2020. The forecast grew to 280,000
linked trips per day in 2030 for the bus and rail combined system. Figure 7‐8 displays the
original Financial Plan with the updated forecasted linked trips. The updated forecast
estimates approximately 279,000 linked trips in the first full year and 313,000 in the tenth
year.
The figure also shows a gap has developed between 2012 and 2016. Beginning in 2013, the
observed boarding and forecast began to diverge. There are a number of factors that may
have contributed to this situation, but service hour reductions and the decreasing price of
fuel beginning in May 2014 are likely contributors. The updated ridership forecast
commences at the current ridership results from FY2016.
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Figure 7‐8: Historical and Forecasted Linked Trips for TheBus and the Project,
FY2004–FY2030, Millions of Trips
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7.3.4.1.3 Fares
The following figure illustrates the assumed future fare increases from the original Financial
Plan. This figure compares the stepped up fare changes that are used as the basis for the
fare revenue forecast, as compared to an annual increasing average fare. The original
Financial Plan growth in average fare is assumed as a "step function" with increases of
approximately $0.37 in FY2017 and $0.28 in FY2023

Figure 7‐9:

Original Financial Plan Fare Increases, FY2011–FY2030,
YOE Dollars (Millions)
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7.3.4.1.4 Continuing the Original Plan Revenue and Cost Assumptions
The following figure updates the original fare projection consistent with current City policies
and fare products. The figure illustrates the impact of the shift in date of the full Revenue
Service Date. This figure assumes the updated rates based on cost escalation factors in the
original Financial Plan as well as revenue factors developed in the FEIS. Under this scenario,
rates increase $0.20 to $1.30 in FY2020; to $1.50 in FY2023; and $1.75 in FY2031.

Figure 7‐10: Average Fare Comparisons Original vs Updated Plan,
YOE Dollars (Millions)
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7.3.4.2 Federal Funds
The City currently receives Federal funds through FTA's Section 5307 Urbanized Area
Formula Program. As mentioned in the system‐wide capital plan chapter of this Financial
Plan, the majority of Section 5307 funds are applied first to ongoing capital needs with any
surplus being used for preventive maintenance.
Beyond the Project construction period, the Financial Plan assumes that Section 5307 funds
will be distributed first to fund the Project Capital Asset Replacement Program and ongoing
system‐wide capital expenditures; any remaining balance will then be used to fund
preventive maintenance. The updated Financial Plan also includes a projected $1 million to
$2 million annually for other federal grant programs.
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7.3.5

System‐wide Operating Plan

7.3.5.1 Original Financial Plan Methodology
As previously discussed, this projection scenario applies the original Financial Plan
escalation factors to convert current dollar cost estimates to YOE dollars and utilizes the
same fare revenue factors. In this scenario, total rail O&M cost would total approximately
$127 million in the first full year of operations. This scenario would result in a cost savings of
$1.8 million per year over the original Financial Plan cost projection inflated to the
December 2025 starting date. Average fare rates would increase with CPI‐U. The original
Financial Plan had average fares rising from $0.93 per trip to $1.58 in the ten‐year period
ending in FY2030. In the updated Financial Plan, average fares would rise $0.17 to $1.75
over the ten‐year period ending FY2036.
Exhibit J‐1, Operating Plan, Continued Original Plan Methodology, in Appendix J provides
the revenue, cost, and subsidy level through FY2036.
7.3.5.2 Moderate Range Scenario
Under this scenario, rail inflationary costs grow with projected increases in CPI‐U. This
scenario would increase total rail O&M costs by approximately $8 million (6%) in the first
full year of operations over the original Financial Plan's FY2026 projection. The original
Financial Plan had average fares rising from $0.93 per trip to $1.58 in the ten‐year period
ending in FY2030. In this scenario, average fares would rise $0.24 to $1.82 over the ten‐year
period ending FY2036.
Exhibit J‐2, Operating Plan, Moderate Range Scenario, provides the revenue, cost, and
subsidy level through FY2036.
7.3.5.3 High Cost Range Scenario
Under this scenario, rail inflationary costs grow from 3.6% to 3.8% annually for the most
volatile cost categories to date: Core System labor and power costs. Growth in these cost
categories would increase total rail O&M costs by approximately $15 million (11%) in the
first full year of operations. The original Financial Plan had average fares rising from $0.93
per trip to $1.58 in the ten‐year period ending in FY2030. In this scenario, average fares
would rise $0.27 to $1.85 over the ten‐year period ending FY2036.
Exhibit J‐3, Operating Plan, High Cost Range Scenario, provides the revenue, cost, and
subsidy level through FY2036.
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7.3.5.4 Slower Revenue Growth Scenario
Currently, there is not an automated system to capture ridership statistics. The bus and rail
system will be equipped with an integrated automated fare collection system that will
provide further insight into customer travel habits. Currently, surveys are preformed
periodically to determine customer travel habits. Given the reliance on survey data,
potential changing customer travel habits, and other economic factors, this update models
the impact of a more conservative revenue model. The figure below highlights the impact of
a 5%, 10%, and 15% reduction in ridership.

Millions

Figure 7‐11: Ridership Sensitivity, YOE Dollars (Millions)
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The lower fare revenue in FY2026 reflects the full 20.1‐mile rail system starting in December
2025, midway through the fiscal year.
HART has contracted with CH2M Hill in 2016 to undertake more detailed fare structure
implementation options, including estimated ridership and fare revenue impacts. The core
objective of this study is to evaluate alternative fare structure/fare policy options, including
estimation of ridership and fare revenue impacts. This fare model will be used to estimate
the ridership and fare revenue impacts of alternative fare structures, including changes to
fare products, fare rates and transfer policies.
Exhibit J‐4, Operating Plan, Ridership Sensitivity, at Current Average Fare Rate, provides the
revenue, cost, and subsidy level through FY2036.
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7.3.6

City Contribution

The City's contribution to transit O&M expenses is funded using local revenues from the
General and Highway Funds. The General Fund comprises most of its revenues from the
following taxes:

 Real Property Tax: Tax on real property based on assessed value; rates vary with
property class.

 State Transient Accommodations Tax: 7.3% tax on a dwelling that is occupied for
less than 180 consecutive days. The City has historically received a portion of these
revenues.

 Public Service Company Tax: The City receives 1.9% of all public service companies'
gross income.
The Highway Fund comprises most of its revenues from the following taxes:

 Fuel Tax: A 16.5 cent per gallon tax on all fuel sold or used within the City's
jurisdiction.

 Vehicle Weight Tax: A tax on the net weight of all passenger and non‐commercial
vehicles (5 cents per pound), and motor vehicles and non‐passenger‐carrying
vehicles (5.5 cents per pound).

 Public Utility Franchise Tax: A 2.5% tax on all electric power and gas companies'
gross sales receipts.
During the period from FY1994 to FY2011, revenues from these sources totaled $14 billion,
of which approximately $1.5 billion (11%) went to transit. The percentage in FY2015 totaled
approximately 13%. The original Financial Plan percentage in the first full year of operations
totaled approximately 19%. The updated Financial Plan, assuming no change in fare policies,
fare products, and service levels, would increase to approximately 21% in the first operating
year.
The Financial Plan forecasts the growth in these City Funds at an aggregate level and the
resulting share that will be needed for transit operations. This forecast applies the
aforementioned CPI‐U inflation forecast in Honolulu as well as a real rate of growth equal to
1.3%, which is equal to the real growth experienced between FY1996 and FY2011.
Increases in other transit revenue sources, such as advertising, concession contracts, and
development opportunities, could reduce the amounts required to be transferred from the
City's General and Highway Funds.
Although the actual funding of the operating costs will involve further in depth review and
extensive public discussion, additional offsets such as fare differentials, fare equity, cost
effective routing, potential TOD related increases to tax revenues, and other revenues could
provide additional resources for the Project.
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7.3.7

Operating Cost Risks

7.3.7.1 Core Systems Contract
As described earlier, approximately 80% of the Project's O&M cost will be covered by the
Core Systems DBOM contract, including pass‐through utility costs. The O&M agreement
includes pricing for labor, materials, management and administration necessary to support
the O&M of the Project. As such, the risks and uncertainties around unit prices and service
plan are strongly mitigated by the presence of this contract for up to ten years.
7.3.7.2 Cost Escalation – Labor, Health Care and Energy Prices
Escalation rates were applied to each Project O&M cost category from the Core Systems
Contract and each object class for TheBus and TheHandi‐Van O&M costs. This level of
disaggregation allowed for consideration of differences in the growth outlook for various
cost items, such as labor, health care or fuel prices, which may expected to increase faster
than general inflation. Inflationary risks and uncertainties do remain, however, as the global
and local supply/demand balance evolves. This is the case, for example, with energy costs in
Honolulu, which are highly driven by oil prices and therefore are subject to its volatility.
7.3.7.3 Other Transportation Costs – TheBus and Handi‐Van
The risks and uncertainties outlined above could lead to a higher level of O&M subsidy
required to operate and maintain the City's public transportation system, that is, TheBus
and the Handi‐Van. In the base scenarios, TheBus and Handi‐Van are projected to grow at
higher than general inflation. The updated Financial Plan projects TheBus operating subsidy
(as measured by TheBus O&M cost minus TheBus fare revenues) per Revenue Vehicle Hour
(RVH) to grow at a higher rate (3.8%) than the original plan (3.2%).
TheHandi‐Van service levels are driven directly by ridership growth. The annual growth rate
in TheHandi‐Van ridership continues to be driven by the projected growth in population
above 65 years old assuming 70% of the growth. The Handi‐Van's costs are projected to
grow between 5% to 6% per year.

7.3.8

Operating Revenue Risks

Fare revenues are based on current demand forecasts for ridership and a continuation of
current fare levels in real terms, which could both change due to a number of short‐term
and long‐term factors such as the following:

 The state of the economy
 The local job market
 Population growth
 Traffic congestion on roads and main highways
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 Fuel prices
 Land use and development plans
While the existing travel demand forecast has made some assumptions with regard to each
of these variables, there are uncertainties surrounding the timing and extent of each.
The operating revenues included in the Financial Plan assume periodic fare increases that
would maintain a FRR for TheBus and rail between 27% and 33%, in accordance with the
City's current policy. However, the FRR would not be met if fares are not increased as
shown in the Financial Plan.
The fare revenue forecast has not taken into account any temporary ridership decreases
that could result from the fare increases based on previous experience demonstrating the
relative inelasticity of the City's transit demand with respect to fares. Furthermore, the fare
increases have been sized to increase the average fare at approximately the same rate as
general price inflation, but on a less frequent basis. Accordingly, the fare increases should
have a minimal effect on ridership. However, any reduction in ridership as a result of the
fare increases could lead to a lower FRR.

7.3.9

Potential Mitigation Strategies for the Operating Plans

7.3.9.1 Advertising and Other Non‐fare Operating Revenues
Expanding the advertising program could generate significantly more than the
approximately $100,000 received by the City for bus advertisements. With the introduction
of rail service, not only will there be an ability to advertise within each railcar, but the
stations will also present potential advertising locations for local businesses. Based on 2011
National Transit Database data, Honolulu receives approximately $0.001 per boarding in
advertising revenues, while similar larger‐sized systems receive advertising revenues that
are 10 to 100 times greater, after adjusting for ridership. Other miscellaneous operating
revenue opportunities include the lease of right‐of‐way for telecommunications or the
naming of stations. These funds could offset the City's contribution to O&M costs.
7.3.9.2 Parking Revenues
Demand for park‐and‐ride stations is strong in Honolulu, and charging even a nominal
amount for daily parking could generate a significant amount of revenue. Collected parking
funds could be used for capital and/or operating expenses, as parking surcharges could be
used to offset the construction costs of the parking garages, or revenues could be used to
offset operating costs of the garages including garage attendants and security personnel.
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7.3.9.3 Improvement in Service Efficiencies in TheBus, TheHandi‐Van, and Rail
Operations
The addition of the Project to the existing transit network will likely result in some overlap
of service between bus and rail. While some bus service and route modifications are
planned as the Project is implemented, there is a possibility to further reduce redundancies
in the bus service as rail ridership grows. This would have an impact on ongoing bus fleet
replacement cycles, which can lead to reductions in both capital and O&M costs.
Productivity on TheHandi‐Van system, as measured by the number of unlinked trips per
RVH, decreased every year between FY2006 and FY2010 at a CAGR of ‐1.9%. However, the
paratransit system experienced its first productivity gain in six years in FY2011, with riders
per RVH increasing by 3.3%. The Base Case Financial Plan does not include any productivity
gains beyond the one already captured in the FY2011 estimates. However, should the trend
in productivity gains continue, growth in TheHandi‐Van O&M cost could be further
contained to mitigate a greater increase in ridership.
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Appendix A: Project Maps
Exhibit A‐1:

HRTP Full Alignment
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Exhibit A‐2:

Project Progress and Status
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Exhibit A‐3:

HECO Working Clearances and Relocations
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Appendix B: Primary and Secondary Mitigation Measures
B‐1 Value Engineering Proposals, Implemented
Status Date: August 31, 2017
HART implemented a formal Value Engineering (VE) Study in 2011 on the overall rail transit
corridor. The VE study was facilitated by Value Management Strategies (VMS). The
significant implemented cost saving ideas from this VE study are listed below.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Load test more shafts and increase resistance factor. Savings: $25 million.
Use tip grouting for drilled shafts. Savings: $5 million.
Perform sequential testing with O‐cells for friction. Savings: $18 million.
Minimize the use of permanent casing for drilled shafts. Savings: $47 million.
Optimize lateral resistance of drilled shafts. Savings: $10 million.
Shift guideway alignment makai at Middle Street Station. Savings: $1.3 million.
Relax coincident vertical and horizontal geometric design criterion and lower profile.
Savings: $1.1 million.

Additional Value Engineering efforts by HART include the following:
h) 2016: Primary and secondary mitigation lists submitted to FTA (26 Primary
mitigations, and 52 Secondary mitigations, and 6 Funding ideas) have been
considered. Eleven of these ideas have been implemented or partially implemented
representing approximately $25 million in savings to the project. See Exhibit B‐2
below.
i) 2016: Alternative Technical Concepts (ATCs) on AGS. (These ATCs are proprietary to
the bidders but have resulted in approximately $25 million in savings to the project.)
j) 2012: Station modular design. This has saved approximately 10% of the station costs
for modularity, equating to $20 million in savings.
k) 2011: ATCs on KHG. (These ATCs are proprietary to the bidders but have resulted in
approximately $20 million in savings to the project.)
l) Pre‐2011 station VE study for efficiencies in station layout and concept design.
m) 2010: ATCs on WOFH (These ATCs are proprietary to the bidders but have resulted in
approximately $20 million in savings to the project.)
n) Structures optimization study, one for superstructure, one for substructure (PB for
HART in the 2007‐2008 timeframe). Resulted in the implementation of drilled shafts
and segmental box. This value planning effort was to implement the guideway work
the most economically.
o) The modular station design. The Guideway VMS study. Ala Moana station shift.
ATCs on WOFH, KHG, AGS. Ranged $20 million to $30 million in savings per project.
p) 2016: Split out advanced Dillingham Temporary Utilities (DTU) packages to reduce
CCGS schedule, overhead, and risk pricing. Implemented savings: $40 million.
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q) 2016: Allowed AGS contractor to use drilled shaft load test data from WOFH and
KHG. Implemented savings: $20 million.
r) 2016: Relaxed mass concrete specification to reduce cooling requirements.
Implemented savings: $10 million.
s) 2015: Split 9‐pack of West Side Station Group (WSSG) stations into three 3‐packages
including WOSG, FSHG, KHSG. Implemented savings: $46 million
t) 2013: Eliminated method shafts on Kamehameha Highway Guideway (KHG)
Implemented savings: $2 million
u) 2012: Eliminated guideway lighting. Implemented savings for full guideway:
$12 million.
v) Value Engineering Change Proposal (VECP) for piles at Waipahu Station.
Implemented savings: $3 million.
w) Eliminating bioretention where possible. Implemented savings is under review.
x) Deferring certain elevators for future installation. Implemented savings: $20 million.
y) Change of the canopy design. Implemented savings: $10 million.
z) Minimize the need for station personnel. Future cost‐savings in personnel (not
calculated)
aa) HART's directive drawings require all final designers to specify stainless steel
balustrades. The change to galvanized steel was included in the 12/19/2014 FHSG
bid documents. Implemented Savings: $1.4 million.
bb) Kapalama station originally had Fare Gate Entry Modules (FGEM) on both sides of
Dillingham Blvd. The Makai side FGEM has already been deleted, but could be
provided under a future Transit Oriented Development (TOD) agreement.
Implemented Savings: $1 million.

B‐2 Value Engineering Ideas under Consideration by HART
a) Moving the terminus of Ala Moana by 200 feet. This alignment change will help with
future project extensions to UH Manoa and saves money: $6 million.
b) Early utilities package for CCGS: Savings: $40 million.
c) Reducing cost of ROW acquisition by using property slices versus full takes. We’ve only
had full takes of 15 properties. There have been hundreds of partial takes which have
maintained the businesses in place.
d) Utilizing several properties by leasing to others until such time as HART must take it for
construction purposes. DL Horton, UH, DLR.
e) Bringing value to adjacent property for reduced cost of land.
f) RFI to industry, which demonstrated that P3 is not workable, but it was explored.
g) Concessions and advertising at stations. Looking at power, utility connections, and
space requirements to accommodate in the future.
h) The Pearl Highlands Station Parking Garage provides 40% of the total number of spaces
required by the project as indicated in the FEIS. Defer until a funding sources has been
identified. Provide temporary parking at other location, such as adjacent to the UHWO
Station, the Ho'opili Station, or elsewhere. Cost saving potential: $215 million.
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i) At the Downtown Station, the Makai fare gate entry module (FGEM) could be deleted,
but vertical circulation would still be required on Makai side to access the Makai
platform. Bathroom on Makai side would be eliminated. Bathroom on the Mauka side
would be expanded. Cost Saving Potential: $1.5 million.

B‐3 Lessons Learned
Status Date: August 31, 2017
Program Lessons Learned are being compiled by the Director of Risk Management and will
be checked on all new projects moving forward with appropriate persons or teams in an
effort to avoid the problem from recurring. The latest update to these items was on
August 28, 2017, with input from project team members.

Exhibit B‐1:
No.
1

Lessons Learned Master List

Title
Award contracts
for the Project
only after all
Federal
documents, such
as the EIS, the
ROD and the FFGA
have been
executed.

Description
The City and County of Honolulu is the recipient of the Federal grant and
managed the initial aspects of the Project. The City awarded contracts to
the contractors as follows:
November 11, 2009
June 14, 2010
January 18, 2011
June 30, 2011
June 30, 2011

Award to Kiewit for WOFH for $482,924,000
Original Environmental Impact Statement
Original Record of Decision
Award to Kiewit, KHG for $372,150,000
Award to KKJV, MSF $195,258,000

July 1, 2011

Creation of the Honolulu Authority for Rapid
Transportation (HART)

November 28, 2011

Award to Ansaldo, Core Systems for
$1,397,387,093
Full Funding Grant Agreement
Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact

December 19, 2012
May 28, 2013
Statement
September 30, 2013
Statement
September 30, 2013

Supplemental Final Environmental Impact
Amended Record of Decision

The timing of the award of these contracts contributed to the filing of
lawsuits which caused significant delays and costs.
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No.
2

Title
Avoid committing
funds in the
financial plan that
would impact the
local community
and existing
transit operations.

3

Avoid awarding
contracts until
Third Party
Agreements with
State, City and
other entities,
such as
universities, have
been executed.
Avoid awarding
contracts until
agreements have
been executed
with the local
utilities
Avoid awarding
contracts until the
majority of Real
Estate and Right‐
of‐Way have been
acquired.

4

5

Description
The FFGA Financial Plan included a total of $210 million of 5307 Formula
Funds to fund the Rail Transit Project over a six year period. 5307 Formula
Funds can be used for a variety of purposes such as: planning, engineering,
design; capital investment in bus and bus related activities, such as bus
replacement and overhaul; capital investments in new and existing fixed
guideway systems; and preventive maintenance. Although, this figure
represented only 4% of the total project funding, it has alienated the
transit rider community. The bus and Handi‐Van riders were wary that the
use of 5307 Formula Funds for the rail project over a six year period would
result in severe program reductions in the existing services. Instead of a
win‐win situation, the use of existing funds for the new rail project was
viewed as a win‐lose situation that reduced community support for the
project.
A clear understanding, documented for the record, of each parties’
expectations and commitments, is essential to progressing the work
forward with minimal impacts.

A clear understanding, documented for the record, of each parties’
expectations and commitments, is essential to progressing the work
forward with minimal impacts.

Securing all of the required properties, including temporary construction
easements, along the corridor is essential to smoothly progressing the
work. While the HRTP has kept out in front of most ROW needs, there have
been instances where the lack of property has either caused higher bid
pricing due to uncertainty, or directly affected the ongoing work from a
schedule and cost impact standpoint.
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No.
6

7

8

Title
Align contract
packaging in such
a way as to ensure
contractor
coordination and
to minimize
potential impact
to other contracts
by the lack of
performance by a
single contractor.
Develop contracts
of a size and
nature to ensure
participation and
competition by
the local
contracting
community

Description
The fact that the interface processes and procedures were not fully
established prior to the first contracts being let in 2009/2010, created
disparities in the requirements with later contracts and has made
implementation more difficult. Provisions for the identification and
resolution of interface issues during construction for the Design‐Bid‐Build
contracts should have been established earlier during the overall project.
Finally, requiring the contractors to create a tabulation of interface points
at the beginning of their contracts, in concert with their interfacing
partners, is conducive to smoother implementation of interface processes.
This is as opposed to initiating interface communications on an ad hoc
basis as issues arise.
Along with the robust market conditions, a more thorough initial
assessment of the contracting capabilities and capacities in Hawaii’s
remote setting may have altered the initial contract packaging plan to
accommodate local contractors and subcontractors. Other concurrent
private work (commercial and high‐rise residential) has stressed the
capacities of most Hawaii‐based construction companies, driving higher
costs on less familiar work (HRTP) for an unknown owner (HART). Given
the choice of current opportunities, most local firms favored their bread‐
and‐butter, repetitive floor plate work rather than venturing into new
territory – or – they priced their work accordingly (higher) on the HRTP.
Recognize Current Unfortunately, the delays in the initiation of the Project and interruptions
and Future
caused by lawsuits occurred at a time of extraordinarily significant increase
Market Conditions in market cost, causing labor, material, and equipment costs to soar during
the subsequent several years. While some accommodation for escalation
was provided in the 2012 Full Funding Grant Agreement (FFGA) at
approximately 3% per year, one could not have forecast that escalation in
Hawaii would experience quadruple that expectation in 2014 and 2015,
projecting the same for 2016 (12% annually), then somewhat tapering
back. There is a fine balance in assessing this escalation rate projection
during the execution of an FFGA, trying to keep initial cost projections
down while including some conservatism in case significant cost increases
occur. Given the history of this program, along with other recent major
capital programs in the US, it does appear that the best lesson is to be
more conservative in initial FFGA cost estimates and escalation
projections.
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No.
9

Title
Focus on detailed
contract scope
refinement

10

Become more
aware of
contractual risk
management

11

Begin Traffic
Planning and
Management
before contracts
are awarded

Description
Coupled with the assessment of the local contracting capabilities, keeping
the right scope in the right package could have been improved upon, given
what is known now from contractor feedback and the complexity of
interfacing several separate contracts. For example, the long‐span platform
box girders included with the station entry building contracts should have
been more appropriately been included in the large bridge structure
guideway contracts. Similarly, the low voltage electrical scope (public
address, fire alarm, security, etc.) being performed by the Core Systems
Contractor, and the furnishing and installation of the elevators and
escalators let as a separate contract, would be more effectively performed
by subcontractors working for the station general contractors. Some of
these lessons have been implemented in the development of the east
guideway contracts as Design‐Build contracts containing both the
guideway and stations. The low voltage and elevator/escalator complexity
remains however, to be handled as an ongoing interface resolution issue.
Placing all, or nearly all, of the risk on a contractor or consultant will
inevitably drive initial project costs higher. Conversely, preparing contract
terms and conditions where the owner takes the majority of risk can result
in significant claims and subsequent cost overruns as well. HART’s
contracts, general conditions, special provisions, and other terms of
agreement have continued to evolve over the past several years to try and
strike a balance between overly onerous or too lenient terms. After the
over‐budget west side station package results, contractor feedback
solicited in late 2014 resulted in a major re‐write of the general conditions
and special provisions and the initial results from the new west side station
procurements have been favorable.
The trade‐off between mobility of commuters and accessibility to property
is extreme due to localized travel behavior and past practices of contractor
responsibilities for MOT. Historically, HDOT and other agencies impacting
traffic have provided broad guidelines to the contractor and that has been
adequate. The same principles have been applied to HART’s project.
However, in other locations where projects of this duration and complexity
have had such a major impact, there has been much more extensive traffic
planning and impact analysis. HART acknowledges their need to partner
more closely with the City and with property owners to work through
these issues in concert with the contractors. This is getting much more
scrutiny than previously as the project migrates from West to East applying
real time what is learned on almost a daily basis. Another aspect of this is
the need to be more pre‐active in the business impact mitigation at an
earlier stage of the project. There is a need to anticipate the impact,
provide outreach to the businesses before the impact and together
develop mitigations to assist them.
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No.
12

Title
Ensure that
Technical Capacity
and Capability is
acquired early and
is redundant

13

Temporary
Construction
Easement (TCE).

14

Not all parcels
acquired prior to
NTP for earlier
CCGS. Anticipated
availability dates
included in RFP.
Led to delay
claims in other
projects.
Unidentified
easements or
ROW parcels.

15

Description
Globally, the quantity of qualified transit professionals is in short supply as
the demand for transportation choices and more sustainable solutions is
increasing faster than Universities and direct experience can maintain. The
HRTP is a major undertaking that will take many years to complete.
Staffing up with the correct technical skills at market prices within the
City’s salary structure is a challenge. Mobilizing the requisite transit
expertise from outside the state of Hawaii and combining with local
professional skills with enough people to cover the volume of work to be
performed is the key. The problems of relocating to Hawaii are not new.
The cost of living and sacrifices to personal family situations are a barrier
of entry let alone acceptance and integration into the community which is
based on long standing extended family social structures. Attrition rates
are higher than most comparable projects and the impact of these factors
on schedule, budget and quality is difficult to quantify. Succession planning
and incorporating more local staff while transferring technologies, tools
and best practices is essential for HART’s long term success.
As a HART management decision, it was decided to transfer the
responsibility of obtaining and managing all TCE’s to the DB’s. Consider a
list of HART owned properties in RFP. Have contractor price the risk in
their bid. This will leave HART with more important R/W acquisition tasks
for full or partial takes, but not with means and methods that the
contractor needs to determine resulting in TCE’s. Resolved for City Center
if it is DB, but if it is DBB then HART may coordinate some TCE’s because
our design is not constructible within the existing R/W without the benefit
of TCE’s.
Identify and prioritize parcels and put into a schedule to define anticipated
times. Once dates map out, include in RFP +X days (current strategy).
Evaluate risk with FTA approval. August 2017 update: Lesson learned is
going to a unit rate type contract for utility work.

If the change is triggered by change of design then responsibility of DB per
RFP, provided it’s constructible. Constructability review of utility and
roadway design. August 2017: Risk response strategy is to perform a
constructability review of the utilities and roadway design to make sure
sufficient property is available for construction use.
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No.
16

Title
Quality of
stamped plans
(utility and
roadway).

17

SP‐7.3.2 on
misidentified/unid
entified utilities.
365 days for
investigating
unknown utilities.
HECO Work

18

19

20

21

Description
SUE data provided to AECOM for their design. Constructability reviews
including independent third parties such as HECO, HDOT, HTI, AT&T,
HawaiiGas. August 2017update: SUE data is being completed and will be
provided to AECOM from August 2017 through November 2017. This
information will strengthen the utility system design for CCGS.
Cap or share the risk via deductibles. Include list of properties that have
not been investigated. August 2017 update: HART takes responsibility for
any misidentified/unidentified utilities in year 1 of the contract. After that
the risk is transferred to the DB. If it changes to DBB then HART owns this
risk.

Analysis of whether third party or DB contractor. August 2017 update: We
have a choice of one or two contractors for conduits and cables. This is a
mitigation to help move the process along and satisfy technical
requirements. HECO’s preference is that HART coordinate the work for
MOT, public outreach, trenching, conduit placement, pulling conductors,
terminations, testing, etc.
Utility Agreements Owners obtaining all agreements (current plan). Include agreements in
RFP. August 2017 update: Lesson learned is to obtain the utility
reimbursement agreements as soon as possible prior to bringing the
contractor on board.
Service
DB contractor complete design infrastructure with HECO. Clearly define
Connections
work between On‐Call and DB, try not to have activities sandwiched.
Consider scoping DB for service connections and demolition. August 2017
update: This is a pending risk. Contractor will build a ductbank or series of
poles. On‐call will pull the cables (On Call 4 is standing HECO). The DBB (or
DB) utility contractor will create service reconnections to existing buildings.
For City Center we can have all work for utility relocations performed by a
unit price contractor rather than splitting the work out to several
contractors or to a DB.
Defined early
Liquidated Damages for CAM dates. August 2017 update: Construction
access to pull
Access Milestone (CAM). Most contracts to date have had CAM dates for
guideway cable.
interface between contractors. We have the dates but not financial
penalties associated with not meeting the dates. Lesson learned is to have
financial penalties associated with CAM’s.
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No.
22

Title
Train Control and
Communication
Room (TCCR) –
connection to
guideway. Room
readiness.

23

System site access
– connectivity to
guideway.
Passenger screen
gates installed.

24

Dillingham full
road closures.

25

Mitigating delay.

26

Extended
overhead cost
included in
contract.

27

Interim milestone
Dillingham
corridor
utilities/roadway.

28

Progress
payments on true
earned value.

Description
a) Evaluate A+B in quality equation: This is associated with CAM
dates, concerning allowing the contractor flexibility in sequencing
their work, with contractors defining CAM dates, then scored by
HART, such as staggering the completion of stations to allow Core
Systems to sequence their work from station to station.
b) Provide table of CAM dates. See item a. Blank would go to
contractor to fill in, in the procurement documents.
c) Equipment infrastructure installed. Core systems must do this.
This has been the plan.
d) Define temporary power requirements for any turnover to CSC.
e) Incentives (quality, safety, early access, etc.). Incentives have not
been used in earlier contracts. Under discussion for CCGS.
Evaluate A+B in quality equation;
Provide table of CAM dates.
Equipment infrastructure installed.
Define temporary power requirements for any turnover to CSC.
Incentives (quality, safety, early access, etc.)
See item 22 above.
August 2017 update: The schedule options for CCGS assume major lane
closures along Dillingham. The more lanes that can close at a given time,
the faster the construction can occur.
A+B with LD and/or incentive. August 2017 update: Working on
incentivizing the contractor for performance versus allowing the
contractor to exploit the risk.
Remove language from RFP. August 2017 update: In WOSG, FHSG, KHSG,
and AGS: HART had bidders propose a competitive unit rate for each day
of delay. The lesson learned is don’t do this. Preferred to negotiated delay
costs versus having them defined in the contract or on the bid form. ASU
is an example of a defined unit rate for delay that the contractor may be
using beyond the original intent. If this approach is used we must be
careful to clarify the context of its application.
Consider no excuses incentive. August 2017 update: No excuses incentive
was intended to prevent or deter the DB from exploiting inconsistencies on
stamped plans. We wanted to incentivize the DB for completing the work
regardless of the unforeseen conditions. It is being used successfully on
other transit projects including Florida DOT and Caltrans. It has been
refined.
August 2017 update: Discussions have resulted in reporting work progress
on actual construction completion versus including front‐end soft costs
such as mobilization which tends to overstate the actual construction
percent complete. However, changing the way that progress payments are
made continues to be a topic for study as a lesson learned.
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No.
29

Title
Modification of
RFP documents to
account for DBB
portion.

30

Delivery Schedule.

31

Incorporate
lessons learned
from CE&I staff of
West Side.

Description
Considerable revisions to current RFP
Include bid item for minor changes
Utilize FA process.
August 2017 update: need to define the DBB work conducted for the DB’s
information.
Project team and project controls evaluation of delivery schedule
Define a granular schedule for risk modeling
Reallocate risk to granular schedule. August 2017 update: Associating
risks with activities in the schedule so we understand what is concurrent
and what is sequential.
Site tour of Pearl Ridge, Peal Highlands, and Aloha Stadium station
construction projects with C&I team on 24AUG2017 included discussions
about lessons learned. Risk Manager to set up a Lessons Learned session
with those staff to obtain their input and share with East Side team.
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Exhibit B‐2:

Cost Constraints
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Appendix C:
Exhibit C‐1:

Program Risks

Excerpt from Risk Tractability Log
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Appendix D: Ryder Levett Bucknall USA Quarterly Construction
Cost Report, Fourth Quarter 2016
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Appendix E:

Andrew S. Robbins Curriculum Vitae
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Appendix F:

Basis of Cost Estimate
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Appendix H: Ridership Forecasts
H‐1 Four‐Car Trains
Project ridership forecasts were updated in 2013 when HART switched the operating plans
from a mixed fleet operation to fixed, four‐car trainsets running at slightly longer headways.
At that time, the travel demand forecasting model parameters were also updated to better
differentiate rail from traditional bus services. These new model parameters accounted for
factors such as reliability, passenger amenities, increased seating, and schedule‐free
services.1 At the time of the FFGA, analysts estimated that 114,400 daily passengers would
use the rail transit system in 2030.2
Using the four‐car methodology, approximately 119,600 daily passengers were expected to
use the system, or an increase of approximately 5% relative to the FFGA forecast. Overall,
these forecasts remained consistent with the range of ridership estimates included in the
technical studies that were part of the FEIS.

H‐2 Regional Model Update
In 2016, HART began using the latest Oahu MPO travel demand forecasting model. This new
tour‐based model uses the TransCAD 6.1 software platform and is faster and more robust
than the previous MINUTP model. The geographic information systems‐based model
incorporates updates to long‐range population and land use forecasts from the City and
County of Honolulu Department of Planning and Permitting, as well as travel behavior data
from 2012 surveys of households, visitors, and transit riders. The new model also updates
the committed short‐range highway and transit projects included in the regional
transportation plan which are likely to be completed by 2030. The new model retains the
supporting bus network described in the Project's FEIS, although ferry routes and associated
feeder buses (eliminated in 2009) were removed from the model.
A comparison of the FFGA, Four‐Car Model, and Updated Project Model (Oahu MPO)
ridership forecasts by means of station access are shown in Exhibit H‐1. The new model
forecasts approximately 121,600 rail passengers per day in 2030. This is approximately 2%
higher than the four‐car model forecast and 6% higher than the FFGA forecast. The new
forecasts predict that approximately 55% of rail passengers (67,300 passengers) will walk to
a station—an increase from 28% in the previous forecasts. The share of rail passengers
connecting from a feeder bus decreases from 60% in the previous forecast down to 36%
(44,100 daily passengers). Formal park‐and‐ride demand decreases from approximately 7%
of all rail trips down to approximately 5% of all trips.

1
2

The new model parameters are called non‐included attributes.
Based on an end‐to‐end running time of 44.3 minutes, a peak headway of 2.4 minutes, and an off‐peak headway of 4.7 minutes.
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Exhibit H‐2 shows the boarding and alighting patterns for the 22,600 east‐bound rail
passengers during the A.M. Peak Period (6 a.m. to 9 a.m.) by station mode of access.
Approximately 66% of the east‐bound passengers board the rail system west of the Aloha
Stadium Station. In addition, approximately 40% of the alightings occurs at stations east of
Downtown Honolulu (about 9,000 alightings). Exhibit H‐3 shows the 8,900 west‐bound
boardings and alightings. Approximately half of the west‐bound boardings occur east of the
Downtown Station (4,400 boardings).

Exhibit H‐1

Comparison of HRTP Ridership Forecasts, Daily Rail System Boardings,
2030
Means of Station Access

Forecast (Date)

Walk/
Bike

Bus

Drop Off

Parking

Total

FFGA Forecast (2/2012)
Four‐Car Model (8/2013)
Updated Model (1/2017)

28,850
33,420
67,320

61,370
71,320
44,090

9,240
5,580
3,300

14,890
9,270
6,910

114,350
119,590
121,620

Exhibit H‐2

East‐bound Rail Boardings/Alightings, A.M. Peak Period
(6 a.m.–9 a.m.), 2030
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Exhibit H‐3

West‐bound Rail System Boardings/Alightings, A.M. Peak Period
(6 a.m.–9 a.m.), 2030
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Appendix I:
I‐1

HECO Relocations and Related Issues

138kV, 46kV, and 12kV Overhead Power Line Working Clearance
Resolution
HART and HECO have come to an agreement to resolve HECO's concerns regarding
adequate working clearances between HART's rail guideway and HECO's high‐voltage 138kV
transmission, 46kV sub‐transmission, and 12kV distribution power lines and the associated
steel or wood poles. In order for HECO's work crews to perform future maintenance, repairs,
or pole replacements (utilizing their existing fleet of bucket truck vehicles), HECO has
required horizontal working clearances of 50 feet for 138kV power lines, 40 feet for 46kV
power lines, and 30 feet for 12kV power lines. In relation to the Project, this is the
horizontal distance between HECO's overhead conductors and the HRTP's edge of guideway.
HART was able to work with HECO to research and identify alternate equipment (vehicles)
which would allow HECO's work to be performed in less horizontal space than originally
required. With the use of these alternate vehicles, HECO has granted variances to their
clearance requirements in certain areas that will enable existing poles to remain overhead
and not be relocated as originally contemplated.
HART assembled a Task Force to review and analyze mitigation options to the clearance
issue, which explored both relocation and non‐relocation alternatives. Some non‐relocation
alternatives that were discussed with HECO included "re‐framing" poles, maintaining poles
from alternate access areas, and using alternate vehicles. Re‐framing is an adjustment of
how the power line conductor attaches to the structural steel pole by eliminating (or
shortening) the existing pole arms and relocating the insulator and conductor closer to the
pole, resulting in additional clearance to the HRTP guideway. With re‐framing, additional
analysis of the adjacent poles were required to ensure any angle changes in the power lines
can be supported by the adjacent existing structural poles. The review of alternate access
areas included performing a pole‐by‐pole analysis of the HECO alignment to confirm if any
frontage roads (such as Moloalo Street) or private property could be used to access poles,
rather than the public right‐of‐way. Allowing HECO to work from the guideway was also
reviewed and discussed, but this didn't provide adequate solutions to allow for HECO to
perform its work. Alternate vehicles were another explored alternative and have become
the primary solution to resolve the HECO clearance concerns. HECO successfully tested two
new bucket trucks that can perform the 46kV work and two additional high‐reach bucket
trucks that can perform the 138kV work within less than their required horizontal working
clearance.
Alternatives for relocation of HECO facilities were also analyzed to mitigate cost and
schedule. Traditional overhead and underground relocations were considered, with the
cost‐effective overhead relocations being the preferred solution. Relocating HECO's lines
and attaching them to the rail guideway was another option considered; however, this
option posed access and maintenance challenges for both agencies and was not pursued.
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For the WOFH and KHG sections of the Project, HECO successfully tested two new bucket
trucks (the Altec AN67‐E100 and Altec TA45‐L55, which are not currently in their fleet) that
can perform the 46kV and 12kV maintenance work with less than their required working
clearance. This will mitigate the need to relocate almost 90% of the 46kV poles/lines that do
not meet the required working clearances. For the 138kV lines along WOFH and KHG, HECO
and HART traveled to Colorado to review the operational capabilities of the Phoenix and
Skybird bucket trucks. The Phoenix has an upward reach of 180 feet, a side reach of 79 feet,
and a platform carrying capacity of 2,000 pounds. The Skybird has an upward reach of
210 feet, a side reach of 102 feet, and a platform carrying capacity of 1,300 pounds. HECO
has also found alternate cranes which will allow for less than the required working
clearance. HECO has determined the extent of their power lines that can be addressed
through the use of this new equipment and has granted variances on a case‐by‐case basis
where possible. Variances include the 138kV lines along Kualakai Parkway and along
Kamehameha Highway (west of HECO's Waiau Power Plant). HART is working to finalize the
design for the additional necessary 46kV relocations along the WOFH section and is working
to procure a designer to finalize the additional necessary 138kV relocations along the KHG
section (east of HECO's Waiau Power Plant). For the Airport section of the Project, a HECO‐
HART combined solution of the use of alternate vehicles (identified on the west side),
increased Navy easements, and redesigned (re‐framed) pole arms will alleviate
undergrounding the nine‐pole 138kV system fronting Joint Base Pearl Harbor‐Hickam. This
solution will not require underground relocations of this 138kV system. For the City Center
section of the Project, HART and HECO have agreed to underground the two existing
overhead 138kV lines along Dillingham Boulevard. HECO's 46kV and 12kV lines were already
considered for relocation in the CCGS procurement, and HART's designers are progressing
to a preliminary engineering 138kV design with feedback from HECO.
HECO has provided a report for the 138kV alternate equipment and a separate report which
covers the 46kV and 12kV alternate equipment. HART is required to purchase these
alternate vehicles for HECO's future use, which will allow variances to HECO's clearance
requirements and thus avoid costly line relocations (underground or overhead). As
presented to HART's Board of Directors, the total underground relocation estimate for the
138kV and 46kV lines along the WOFH and KHG sections is estimated to be $200 million.
With the alternate vehicles, a potential savings of $138 million is possible.
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The equipment option costs are presented in the following exhibit, which includes
relocation costs for WOFH and KHG (for those portions for which alternate equipment
would not work and thus have to be relocated):

Exhibit I‐1:

HECO Equipment and Relocation Costs

Equipment/Relocation Option

Cost

Altec Vehicle Cost for 46kV
Skybird and Phoenix Cost for 138kV

$ 4,741,000
9,076,000

46kV and 12kV Relocation (WOFH)
138kV Underground Relocation (KHG)
46kV Overhead on Shorter Poles (KHG)
Total Cost with Vehicle Purchase

5,700,000
32,000,000
10,000,000
$61,517,000

For the Airport section, the 138kV underground relocation was included as a priced option,
and HECO provided a letter allowing for the nine existing 138kV poles to remain in place by
being re‐framed to provide more horizontal working space. For the City Center section, the
138kV relocations are included in the contractor's base scope. The overall solution for the
Project consists of a variety of alternative solutions for each section of the alignment to
either allow for a variance from the standard requirements or to perform the necessary
relocations to allow for acceptable working clearances, as outlined below and as shown in
Exhibit I‐2:

Exhibit I‐2:

HECO Relocation Solutions by HRTP Section

HRTP Section

Relocation Solutions

WOFH

138kV – No relocations with use of Alternate Vehicles.
46kV – No relocations with use of Alternate Vehicles except in two areas that
will require overhead‐to‐overhead relocations.
138kV – No relocations for certain poles with use of Alternate Vehicles;
relocation of overhead line to underground where variances were not granted.
46kV – Where 46kV lines are "under‐built" to 138kV lines, replacement 46kV
poles are required and allow for demolition of 138kV poles.
138kV – Re‐frame poles (shorten conductor arms); no relocations with use of
Alternate Vehicles.
46kV – No relocations with use of Alternate Vehicles.
138kV – Relocation of overhead lines to underground is included in the base
scope.
46kV – Relocation of overhead lines to underground is included in the base
scope.

KHG

Airport

City Center
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I‐3

Davis‐Bacon Requirements
HECO has a collective bargaining agreement that has different wage scales and allows
payment to its labor forces bi‐weekly, which does not satisfy the federal Davis‐Bacon Act.
Based on the State of Hawaii Department of Labor and Industrial Relations correspondence,
HECO has begun the process to pay their employees weekly. HECO has submitted a rate
conformance request that has thus far been denied by the United States Department of
Labor (USDOL), although HECO has appealed. HECO and HART are still awaiting a final
decision from the USDOL for the applicable rates.
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Appendix J:
Exhibit J‐1:

Operating Plan Methodology and Scenarios

Operating Plan, Continue Original Plan Methodology

City Fiscal Year
Operating Revenues
Fare Revenues (Bus)
Fare Revenues (Rail)
Fare Revenues (Handi-Van)
Total Fare Revenues

Units

2017

2018

55

2019
59

72

2021

2022

2023

2024

2
74

80
3
2
85

86
3
2
91

100
4
3
106

101
4
3
107

10

11

10

10

6

10

197
197

207
207

207
207

248
248

287
287

307
307

330
330

256

268

279

292

343

389

419

Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Costs
YOE $M
TheBus O&M Costs
YOE $M
Rail O&M Costs
YOE $M
TheHandi-Van O&M Costs
YOE $M
Other O&M Costs
YOE $M
Total O&M Costs

204
52
1
256

212
55
1
268

220
58
1
279

229
61
2
292

238
39
65
2
343

247
71
68
2
389

Farebox Recovery Ratio (Bus and Rail)

27%

27%

27%

32%

30%

28%

YOE $M

58

2020

YOE $M

-

-

-

-

YOE $M
YOE $M

2
57

2
60

2
62

Federal Operating Assistance
Total Federal Operating Assistance YOE $M

23

10

YOE $M

176
176

YOE $M

Local Operating Assistance
Transfer from Project
City Operating Subsidy
Total Local Operating Assistance
Total Operating Revenues

YOE $M
YOE $M

2025
102
4
3
108

2026

2027

84
40
3
126

93
45
3
141

9

6

366
366

389
389

447

475

257
87
72
3
419

268
100
76
3
447

30%

28%

2028

2029

94
46
3
143

95
47
3
144

-

-

420
420

448
448

524

567

291
101
80
3
475

309
127
85
3
524

27%

28%

-

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

96
47
3
146

112
56
3
172

113
57
3
174

114
58
3
176

115
59
3
178

116
60
3
180

117
61
3
182

5

1

1

4

5

5

472
472

486
486

488
488

508
508

532
532

562
562

597
597

632
632

591

616

638

661

683

712

745

781

814

342
130
89
5
567

358
133
94
6
591

374
136
99
7
616

391
134
104
8
638

409
135
109
8
661

428
133
114
8
683

448
136
120
8
712

469
142
126
8
745

490
151
132
8
781

513
154
138
8
814

29%

28%

28%

27%

31%

30%

30%

29%

28%

27%

-
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Exhibit J‐2:

Operating Plan, Moderate Range Scenario

City Fiscal Year
Operating Revenues
Fare Revenues (Bus & Rail)
Fare Revenues (Handi-Van)
Total Fare Revenues
Federal Operating Assistance
Total Federal Assistance

Units

2017

YOE $M

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

YOE $M

55
2
57

58
2
60

59
2
62

72
2
74

83
2
85

89
2
91

104
3
106

105
3
107

YOE $M

23

10

10

11

10

10

6

10

YOE $M
YOE $M

176
176

197
197

207
207

207
207

248
248

287
287

307
307

330
330

Total Operating Revenues YOE $M

256

268

279

292

343

389

419

Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Costs
YOE $M
TheBus O&M Costs
YOE $M
Rail O&M Costs
YOE $M
TheHandi-Van O&M Costs
YOE $M
Other O&M Costs
YOE $M
Total O&M Costs

204
52
1
256

212
55
1
268

220
58
1
279

229
61
2
292

238
39
65
2
343

247
71
68
2
389

27%

27%

27%

32%

30%

28%

Local Operating Assistance
Transfer from Project
City Operating Subsidy
Total Local Assistance

YOE $M

YOE $M

Farebox Recovery (Bus and Rail)

Exhibit J‐3:

2025
106
3
108

2026

2027

124
3
126

138
3
141

9

6

366
366

398
398

447

475

257
87
72
3
419

268
100
76
3
447

30%

28%

2028

2029

140
3
143

141
3
144

-

-

431
431

458
458

534

577

291
101
80
3
475

309
137
85
3
534

27%

28%

-

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

143
3
146

154
3
157

156
3
159

173
3
176

175
3
178

177
3
180

186
3
189

5

1

1

4

5

5

483
483

498
498

514
514

535
535

545
545

575
575

611
611

640
640

601

627

650

673

696

725

758

795

829

342
141
89
5
577

358
143
94
6
601

374
147
99
7
627

391
146
104
8
650

409
146
109
8
673

428
145
114
8
696

448
149
120
8
725

469
156
126
8
758

490
165
132
8
795

513
169
138
8
829

29%

28%

27%

27%

28%

27%

29%

28%

27%

27%

-

Operating Plan, High Cost Range Scenario

City Fiscal Year
Operating Revenues
Fare Revenues (Bus & Rail)
Fare Revenues (Handi-Van)
Total Fare Revenues

Units

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

YOE $M

55
2
57

58
2
60

59
2
62

72
2
74

83
2
85

89
2
91

104
3
106

105
3
107

YOE $M

23

10

10

11

10

10

6

10

YOE $M
YOE $M

176
176

197
197

207
207

207
207

248
248

287
287

307
307

330
330

Total Operating Revenues YOE $M

256

268

279

292

343

389

419

Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Costs
YOE $M
TheBus O&M Costs
YOE $M
Rail O&M Costs
YOE $M
TheHandi-Van O&M Costs
YOE $M
Other O&M Costs
YOE $M
Total O&M Costs

204
52
1
256

212
55
1
268

220
58
1
279

229
61
2
292

238
39
65
2
343

247
71
68
2
389

27%

27%

27%

32%

30%

28%

Federal Operating Assistance
Total Federal Assistance
Local Operating Assistance
Transfer from Project
City Operating Subsidy
Total Local Assistance

YOE $M
YOE $M

YOE $M

Farebox Recovery (Bus and Rail)

2025
106
3
108

2026

2027

124
3
126

138
3
141

9

6

366
366

406
406

447

475

257
87
72
3
419

268
100
76
3
447

30%

28%

2028

2029

140
3
143

156
3
158

-

-

439
439

467
467

541

585

291
101
80
3
475

309
144
85
3
541

27%

27%

-

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

157
3
160

159
3
162

161
3
164

183
3
186

185
3
188

187
3
190

189
3
192

5

1

1

4

5

5

478
478

494
494

519
519

541
541

546
546

577
577

614
614

651
651

609

636

659

683

706

736

770

809

843

342
149
89
5
585

358
151
94
6
609

374
156
99
7
636

391
156
104
8
659

409
156
109
8
683

428
156
114
8
706

448
160
120
8
736

469
168
126
8
770

490
178
132
8
809

513
183
138
8
843

28%

27%

29%

29%

28%

28%

30%

29%

28%

27%

-
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Exhibit J‐4:

Operating Plan, Ridership Sensitivity, at Current Average Fare Rate
2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

Constant $'s
No Reduction
Total Revenue @ 95%
Change from 100%

$89,855,800
$85,363,010
($4,492,790)

$100,325,001
$95,308,751
($5,016,250)

$101,534,448
$96,457,725
($5,076,722)

$102,743,895
$97,606,700
($5,137,195)

$103,953,342
$98,755,675
($5,197,667)

$105,162,789
$99,904,649
($5,258,139)

$106,372,236
$101,053,624
($5,318,612)

$107,581,683
$102,202,599
($5,379,084)

$108,791,130
$103,351,574
($5,439,557)

$110,000,577
$104,500,548
($5,500,029)

$111,210,024
$105,649,523
($5,560,501)

Total Revenue @ 90%
Change from 100%

$80,870,220
($8,985,580)

$90,292,501
($10,032,500)

$91,381,003
($10,153,445)

$92,469,505
($10,274,389)

$93,558,008
($10,395,334)

$94,646,510
($10,516,279)

$95,735,012
($10,637,224)

$96,823,515
($10,758,168)

$97,912,017
($10,879,113)

$99,000,519
($11,000,058)

$100,089,022
($11,121,002)

Total Revenue @ 85%
Change from 100%

$76,377,430
($13,478,370)

$85,276,251
($15,048,750)

$86,304,281
($15,230,167)

$87,332,311
($15,411,584)

$88,360,341
($15,593,001)

$89,388,371
($15,774,418)

$90,416,401
($15,955,835)

$91,444,431
($16,137,252)

$92,472,461
($16,318,670)

$93,500,491
($16,500,087)

$94,528,521
($16,681,504)

